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Address by

JIM MACNEILL

Secretary General

WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEUJELOPMENT

I am pleased to have thi; opportunity to participate in this

important seminar on environmental policy and to bring you the

greetings of the World Commission on Environment and

Development and, in particular, of its Chairman, Mrs Cr0 Harlem

Brundtland, Prime Minister of Norway. I always welcome an

opportunity to visit Spain. Every time I come, I am impressed

all over again by the enormous progress that is being made, and

by the growing sense of the environment.

Trujillo is one example of this. Its conservation and

restoration is a treasure for Spain and for all mankind. This

meeting is another example of it. I was delighted to learn

that it has been organized by the Prime Minister's Office and

had involved so many departments and ministries. This needs to

happen in other countries. Broadening the scope of

environmental policy to include central economic, trade, and

key sectoral policies - and the budgets they command - is the

most important imperative of the next decade - and the major

theme of the Commission's report.

Some of you have seen our report. 'Our Common Future' . It was

launched in April and dur.ng the past two months, it has been

discussed with most of Lhe governments of Europe, Africa, and

Asia. The African Finance ministers and the African

Development Bank discussed i.t in depth at their recent meeting

in Cairo. Next week, Prime Minis Ler Brundtland will be

presenting it in Addis Ababa at the annual summit meeting of

the Organisation of African Unity. And it will be discussed
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with governments of South, Central and North America before it

is presented to the UN General assembly in the fall for

consideration and, we hope, action on its key recommendations.

You will be pleased to know that the report will soon appear in

Spanish in an edition to be published in Madrid by Alianza,

This will facilitate the dissemination of its vital message to

the great Spanish branch of the human family.

Our Common Future' is not just another report on environment

and development, written by experts in various fields. It is a

hard political document reflecting a consensus hammered out by

22 Commissioners - senior political leaders, scientists, and

industrialists - from 21 countries. It reflects what they

collectively are convinced is necessary, set against what they

feel politically is possible.

What we found to be possible provides solid ground For optimism

about the future, But optimism with conditions. For we must

begin to take action now to change the policies and

institutions, national and international alike, that actively

encourages forms of development that we now-know are patently

unsustainable.

When this century began, neither human numbers nor human

technology had the power radically to alter global lifesupport

systems. As the century closes, a vastly increased population

has that power.

The threat of nuclear holocaust is one that we may always have

o live with. I would like o suggest, however, that the

impact which present, everyday human activity is having on the

Earth's basic economic resources and lifesupport systems is

producing risks which may in the final analysis prove to be

even more dangerous and difficult to overcome. The changes

occurring in our atmosphere, soils, and water are spreading

silently and pervasively throughout the biosphere. They- are

occurring with an accelerating intensity that outstrips our
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ability to cope. Our economic, financial, and political

institutions are dangerously out of step with the needs of our

planet.

Let me recall just a frw examples to illustrate what I mean.

Last week, we marked the birth of the S billionth baby, Our

small planet is now hurtling towards a world population

somewhere between 8 and 14 billion next century. Almost as

many people could be added to the Earth in the 4,500 days

remaining in this century as existed at the beginning of it!

Since 1900, the gross world product has increased more than

twentyfold. The use oF Fossil fuels has grown by a factor of

30; and industrial production by a factor of SO, Fourfifths of

it since 1950.

More land has been cleared for settlement and agriculture in

the past 100 years, than in all previous history, In the

tropics today, ten trees are being cut for every one planted;

in Africa, the ratio is 29 to 1. Tropical forests provide the

habitat for up to 90 per cent of the planet's remaining species

of plant and animal life. They are essential for maintaining

the genetic strength of Food crops and as a source of medicines

and industrial products. Only 1 in 100 of them has been

investigated, but the evidence put befOre the Commission

indicates that a mass extinction of species is now underway.

Almost all past extinctions have been due to natural causes,

but today human activities are overwhelmingly at their source.

Water use has doubled at least twice in this century and will

double again before Lhe end of it. In many rapidly growing

regions, water has moved to he top of the political agenda.

Forty years from now, he level oF carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere could be double what it was before the industrial

era. According o a now broad scientific consensus, this will

produce significantly warmer emnperatures and a rise in sea



levels sufficient t' inundate many lowlying coastal cities and

delta areas, and to disrupt food production and settlement

patterns and, no doubt - the Mediterranean tourist industry.

The ozone layer, our common shield against radiation from the

sun, shows disturbing signs of depletion as certain industrial

gas emissions increase. Acidification continues to attack

forests and watercourses, the lungs and veins of our planet.

Previously, this was mostly a European and NorthAmerican

problem, but it is now spreading to Asia and Latin America.

Evidence grows concerning the contamination of water, soils,

and the food chain through improper use of chemicals and

disposal of toxic wastes.

Soon we will be introducing to the planet new genetically

engineered life forms. Once in the market place and the

environment, they will, respect no boundaries. But what forms

of international cooperation do we have that are capable of

addressing this phenomenon in an effective way?

The risks associated with these changes are sobering. Many

experts believe that .they have already produced a Fundamental

change in the relationships between the economy and the

biosphere. What else is the' biosphere telling us when it

provides us with the evidence of manmade climate change,

acidification of the environment, chemicals in the food chain,

the net loss of a forest cover the size of Denmark every three

months, a new desert the size of Switzerland every nine months,

and a massive deterioration of the soil base worldwide?

Perhaps most alarming is the fact that these changes have been

taking place at levels of population and human activity that

are much lower than those that the planet will have to support

within the next half century.

fhe overriding concern of developing countries today is to

speed up their economic growth as rapidly as possible. In



spite of increasing affluence and well-being in many of these

countries, over 800 million of their people live in absolute

destitution, and that number grows, tragically, each day.

Pervasive poverty, at a time when the means and experience to

eradicate it clearly exist, is the greater failure of any

civilized society. It is also without question the greatest

threat to the ecological basis of their future development -

and that of the planet as a whole. Growth is an essential

precondition for overcoming poverty, but equally important is a

much more equitable distribution of the proceeds of growth.

Growth on the scale required to meet present and future needs

will entail a further rapid expansion in the world economy - by

as much as ten times in real terms over the next half century.

Energy use in developing countries as a whole is only about

one-quarter the level in industrialized countries and world

energy production would have to be increased by a factor of

eight to bring developing countries with their present

populations up to the level of consumption now prevailing in

industrialized countries. Similar factors can be cited for

industrialproduction, food, water, shelter and the other

essentials of civilized life.

If such growth is not sustainable - that is to say, if it rests

on a continuing draw-down of the planets environmental capital

- if fossil fuel energy policies, for example, continue to

depend on ecological subsidies in the form of damage through

climate change, acidification and air pollution, or if

agricultural and trade policies continue to encourage

defores tation, occupation of marginal lands, erosion, soil and

water dc eroraion - the prospects For survival of a large

part of humankind are not great.

The Corrirnission's assessment oF these - and many other - changes

in the rE.iationhips between environment and development

concludes with a serious warning: indeed several warnings:



First, our future survival both as a world community of nations

and as a species is threatened;

Second, the pressures on environment and resources which have

generated these widespread threats to economic development and

life support systems, are bound to accelerate and, even if we

start to act now, they are bound to get worse before they begin

to get better.

Third, and this relates directly to your seminar, the main

source of these threats is to be found in a wide range of

economic, trade, energy, agriculture, industry, and other

policies, national and international. Many of these policies

actively encourage forms of development which are both

ecologically and economically unsustainable.

Fourth, underlying these policies are institutions and forms of

decisionmaking that are unaware of, unresponsive to, and

'unresponsible for' the environmental dimension of

development.

Fifth, and finally, we can design economic, trade, agriculture,

energy, and industrial policies that not only meet shortterm

needs but also enhance rather than reduce the environmental

base for development. We have the knowledge; we have the

experience - a lot of demonstrated successes - we have the

technologies. The report is full of recommendations on how

many current policies, national and international, can and

should be changed to encourage sustainable development. But,

frankly, it won't happen until we begin to reform the

institutions and modes of decisionmaking behind current

policies in these areas.

Why has the environment and development situation globally

grown steadily worse over the past two decades? Many of the

threats I have just mentioned began to command attention in the

late 1960s. They led to the milestone Stockholm Conference on

the Human Environment in 1972. Stockholm resulted in the



establishment of the United Nations Environment Programme,

UNEP, the first gioal intergovernmental organization, with a

Fund and a mandate to lead, catalyze and coordinate joint

efforts to deal with common roblems. It also provided the

drive for the establishment of many scientific and

non-governmental organizations, for an impressive series of

treaties and conventions and For measures and institutions for

regional cooperation. It led to other conferences and action

plans for human settlements, water, deserts, renewable energy

resources, and so on.

In response to the environmental crisis of the late '60s, many

governments also established national and local agencies with

varying responsibilities for environmental protection. Many

also changed their institutions For resource management, some

of which went back to the turn of the century. Today, these

agencies exist in over 100 countries. In many countries, this

has led to a flowering of scientific and non-governmental

organizations and to volumes of legislation and regulations on

enuironrrient:al protection and resource conservation. In a few

countries, Spain is one, the right to a clean environment has

been enshrined in the constitution.

We seem to have plenty of institutions and laws. But as the

United National General Assembly recognized in 1983, when it

called for the establishment of our Commission, the management

of our small planet is proving unexpectedly difficult. The

machinery we created is not working; perhaps it cannot work.

In calling For a special Commission, governments agreed that it

should do two things; First, it should take a Fresh look at

the critical issues of environment and development from a

perspective that of-ered some promise of practical proposals.

Second, it should examine existing forms of international

coc)peration on these issues and propose means of strengthening

them and making thi'n rriore eFFective. Finally, recognizing that

the international system we possess is not renowned for

seiF-'xaI'niflati')fl and reform, it was agreed that this

re-exaininatLon had to be undertaken outside the United Nations



system , by a body independent of the system, but linked to

it. Hence, the Commission is independent but the General

Assembly undertook to receive and debate its report and

recommendations in the fall of 1987.

In asking ourselves what has gone wrong, we should bear in mind

that some parts of the world have registered significant

successes in improving environmental quality over the past 15

v'ars, Progress has been made on many fronts, as Stanley

Clinton Davis mentioned in his opening address.

But that progress has been spread very unevenly in the

industrialized world and it has hardly touched he developing

nations. The ecological surplus with which many of them were

blessed is being consumed at an increasing rate. It is not

being replaced. Talking in terms of balance sheets, many

developing countries are in deeper ecological debt than

financial debt and, as the world now knows, some countries in

Africa have used up virtually all of their ecological capital

reserves and are becoming environmentally bankrupt.

The major theme running through our report concerns growth that

is economically, socially, and ecologically sustainable. We

call it 'sustainable development, and we define it simply as

paths of progress 'which meet the needs and aspirations of the

present generation without compromising the ability of future

generations to meet their own needs'

Growth alone is not enough. Indeed, as we can now see all

around us, growth that takes the environment for' granted w±li

end up destroying itself. Sustainable development requires

strong measures to change both the content and the quality of

growth and equally strong measures to ensure a more equitable

distribution of the proceeds of growth, nationally and

internationally. The ability of Future generations to meet

their needs can be compromised as much by environmentally

destructive affluence - the excesses of industrial and

technological development - as by environmentally destructive

poverty, underdevelopmnent, and inequity.
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Sustainable development is the overri.ding political concept of
SOur' Common Future' . It is, in fact, a new concept for
economic growth. It should not be understood simply as
environmentally sound development. Some have reacted as if it
were nothing more than traditional economic growth plus a prior
environmental impact assessment. The Commission's concept goes
far' beyond sustainability in the environmental sense. It is a
broad concept for social and economic progress, that we believe
has the potential to give new insights for institutional reform
and inspiration for international cooperation.

In calling for a new era of sustainable economic growth, the
Commission has changed fundamentally the nature of the debate
about environment and its relationship to development. Up to
now, this debate has focussed largely on the adverse impacts. of
development on the environment. The Commission has, in fact,
reversed this relationship. It argues strongly that a degraded
and deteriorating environment and resource base is today a
major Lhreat to development itself in an increasing number of
countries, both industrialized and developing.

The Commission has changed the nature of the debate in another
sense. Ever since the Club of Rome study 'Limits to Growth',
an important part of the environmental debate has been fixed on
the notion that environment and development were
irreconcilable, 'Limits to Growth' assumed a set of
relationships between population, natural resources, pollution,
agriculture, and capital that lead inevitably to a collapse of
one kind or another. It gave birth to a widespread movement
advocating zero growth or, even, negative growth.

When the notion of reconciling environment and development was
first put forward at the Stockholm Conference in 1972, it was
considered revolutionary. Indeed, the Conference was barely
able to contain the fears and suspicions of developing
countries that a worldwide concern for the environment
threatened their' deueloprnent prospects. Their watchword, taken
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From the experience of the rich countries in the 'SOs and 'ôOs,

WS 'development first and environment later, when we are

richer.

The Commission has turned these dogmas on their head. There

are natural thresholds to development that must be respected.

Many of these thresholds are now being violated and I have

mentioned some of the consequences. But the Commission Found

no limits to growth per Se.

The Commission believes that a new era of growth is possible.

But it must be based on economic processes that enhance the

resource base rather than degrade it, that use the environment

without plundering it, that encourage processes that are less

material and energyintensive, that maintain the stock of

ecological capital and that do not treat the environment as a

fixed asset.

The report is full of recommendations in this regard, in the

Fields of international economic relations, energy, industry,

agriculture, the management of the global commons, even new

concepts of security which go beyond our present obsession with

military security.

It is important to stress that these recommendations are not

addressed, for the most part, to environmental protection and

resource management agencies.

The f6tct is that these agencies have very little power to

change the form and content of growth. The CorrnwLssion's major

recommendations are therefore addressed to central economic

policy and deuelopment planning agencies, both national and

tnternational; to key sectoral agencies like energy and

agriculture, to industry, national and multinational, to

r:oreign and trade ministries, including their international

counterpar'ts such as UNClAD before which the Chair'rriañ spoke

last week, and to development assistance agencies, the Norid

3ank and IMF. These are the agencies with the policy power and



the budgets to determine the form and content of growth, and

consequently our options for the future.

Without question1 the most important statement of environment

policy presented to any nation in any given year is the

national budget. Yet, who thinks of the budget as such? At

the moment, neither the finance ministry, nor the development

banks, nor the other agencies that I have just mentioned, are

by charter or law responsible for the impact of their policies

on the basic environment and resource capital of a nation. Nor

are they accountable for it. If anyone is accountable, it is

the poor environment minister nationally or the Executive

Director of UNEP internationally. Neither of them has formal

responsibility for economic, finance, trade, energy, and other

policies, and no direct power to change them: just

accountability for their effects on human health and on the

or the planets resource capital.

It is here that the Commission identifies perhaps the greatest

barrier to sustainable development, the way we have

traditionally organized our institutions. During the past two

decades, we have built up environmental protection and resource

management agencies, with limited mandates to deal with the

effects of development. But we have asked virtually nothing of

those much more powerful agencies, whose.policies largely

determine the content and quality of growth and the effects of

growth on the environment.

Take food and agriculture, for example. Farmers everywhere are

uery clever people. They have to be to survive. They know how

to interpret often contradictory signals. When it comes to

deciding whether to graze marginal lands or to plant them to

cashcrops, the subsidies provided by the agricultural ministry,

backed by multi-billion dollar budgets, provide far more

powerful signals to farmers than do the small grants for soil

conservation provided by the environment ministry.
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I come from a part of Canada that :in the 1930s was threatened

with desertification. At the ripe age of one year, I was an

ecological refugee. We changed our agricultural policies in

those days and reversed the process. In the last two decades,

however, we have forgotten our own history and the soil is

moving again. A recent official study describes how we are

subsidizing Farm practices of all kinds which lead to erosion

and soil and water deterioration. It estimates that Canadian

Farmers are today losing over $1 billion a year in income,

because of lower yields resulting from soil deterioration

caused by farm practices that we are encouraging through

subsidies.

According to OECD, the farm subsidy structure now costs western

governments in excess of $100 billion a year. What

conservation programme can compete with that? Why should

conservation programmes have to compete with it? As you know.

a Few studies have been made on the impact the the CAP on the

resource base for agriculture in Europe. It is massively

negative. I was interested to note that in his remarks Stanley

Clinton Davis said that the day may come when the Agricultural

Fund is concerned with the problems of erosion and

desertification. But why wait? Yesterday, I heard you say

that this was Spain's most important problem. If so, why

deliberately encourage mor of it?

I should stress that the Commission does not oppose policies to

maintain farm income, which was the original purpose of the

subsidy structure. On the contrary, income supports can be a

uitil component of sustainable agriculture. It does recommend,

however, that agricultural budgets, national and international,

including subsidy structures where necessary, be rethought and

redeployed in ways that encourage farmers to adopt practices

that enhance their essential soil and water base rather than

deplete it.

b1e also recommend that assistance to governments in Africa and

other developing regions be provided in ways that will enable
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them to create incentives for their own farmers to grow more of

their own food and to reverse ecologically destructive farm

practices. This will involve removing protectionist measures

against food products on which countries OF the Third World

have a clear comparative advantage.

The Commission calls for a shift in the concentration of global

agricultural production to where the demand is. The production

of enough food to feed a doubled world population may be within

reach. The success stories of China, India, and many other

developing countries, especially in South Asia, are impressive

arid promising. The real need now is for policies to encourage

sustainable agricultural practices and access to food for those

who need it.

Too many agricultural and related trade and aid policies today,

in all countries, are ecologically blind. They need to be

given new foundations in both environment and economics. The

two are inseparable. Environment needs to be built firmly into

the agriculture, economic, and trade agendas of national and

international bodies. The absurdity of our present behaviour

as a world community is obvious.

Energy is also an area of crucial importance to our future

potential for development and to survival. It is another area

in which we have failed to make our central planning agencies,

our energy ministries and power utilities responsible and

accountable for the effects of their policies on health,

resources, and the environment.

Consumption of energy at present levels globally creates

SeriOUS enuironmental risks. Yet, the world, and developing

nations in particular, will require more, not less, total

energy to meet the needs of their rapidly growin populations,

their agriculture, and industry.

The Commission Found that no present mix of energy sources is.

at hand to meet future needs in ways that are dependable, safe,
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and environmentally sound. The Commission therefore calls for

much higher levels of funding for research into and development

of new and renewable energy sources.

Impressive gains in energy efficiency have been made since the

first oil price shock in the 1970s. During t'he past 13 years,

many industrial countries have seen the energy content of

growth fall as a result of increases in efficiency by averages

of 1.7 per cent annually between 1973 and 1983. While

regulation and direct grant programmes played a role, these

gains were driven largely by energy prices. If these gains are

to be maintained and extended, governments will need to make

efficiency an explicit goal of national energy policies and

give effect to it by means of what the Commission calls

'conservation pricing'

But deliberate and sustained 'conservation pricing' seems very

unlikely unless the mandates of our energy agencies, national

and international, are changed. In most countries, these

agencies seek to produce energy at least cost. In assessing

the cost of various options, however, they are seldom required

to include the costs of potential damage to health, resources,

and the enuironment.

In assessing costs, energy agencies also usually ignore what we

may call hidden subsidies: for example, publicly Financed

research and development which, in many countries, is heavily

focussed on nuclear, coal, and other traditional sources of

power. The Commission recommends that countries evaluate all

hidden and overt subsidies. The true costs of energy - with

;afeguards for the very poor - need to be reflected in prices

in all countries.

International Economic Relations

Within the context of International Economic Relations, we took

a careful look at relations between the developing and

industrialized countries. When you examine them, it seems
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clear that the resourcebased economies of the Third World ae

caught in a multiple bind. They have to build their own

settlements, industries, roads, transport, and so on, at a pace

that the developed world never had to contemplate. They have

to export more and more of their resources to earn the external

capital for this. But with present monetary and fiscal

relationships, and with certain forms of trade - in tropical

forests, for example, and in some agricultural products and

minerals - this development often reduces rather than increases

their future potential for development. So do heavy debt

burdens, protectionism, and stagnating flows of development

assistance.

Moreover-, today trading patterns contain a massive transfer of

the environmental damage costs of global GNP from the OECD to

the poor resourcebased economies. We estimated that about $14

billion a year is transferred from the South to the North as a

hidden environmental subsidy. $14. billion is close to one half

of the total amount of development assistance flowing annually

in the other direction, and $14 billion probably underestimates

the real costs of environmental and resource damage in

developing countries embodied in their trade with the OECD.

This relates only to environmental pollution. It does not

include anything for the economic damage costs associated with

resource depletion or deterioration.

These arrangements are not sustainable, but changing them will

be difficult. They will require a significant shift in many

national policies and in those of international organizations

responsible for trade, aid, and technological and Financial

assistance. The negotiations in CATI and UNCTAD, the World

Banks and the IMF, the regional development banks, UNIDO, UNDP,

WHO, and FAQ, to mention some key agencies, will he at the core

of the process of change that the Commission has called for.

But again, these great global agencies are not in any formal

way responsible or accountable for the impact of their policies

and programmes on the planet's resource base, although some are
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moving in this direction. The ieu President of the World Bank

has committed himself to the principle of sustainable

development as a cornerstone of Bank policy.

With the accelerating pace and scale of human activities and

their growing impact on the planet, it is urgent that we begin

a fundamental reform of our institutions. The most immediate

task is to make sustainable development the overriding goal of

all governmental and international agencies, of the World Bank,

of the IMF, and of the entire United Nations system. It must

also be the cornerstone of national energy, industrial, and

trade policies. Foreign policies must be based as much on the

permanent realities of an interdependent global environment as

on the more transient political and economic alignments of

nations.

We all know how difficult that will be. Obviously, it will

take time to carry through. But, until it begins to happen,

the drawdown on the planet's environmental base will not only

continue but, given the trends, it will accelerate. Studies

presented to the Commission indicate that a significant

increase in the scale and frequency of environmental breakdown

is built into the momentum of past and present development.

It is also urgent,therefore, as the Commission sees it, to give

environmental protection and resource management agencies,

national and international, more capacity and more power to

cope with the negative effects of continuing unsustainable

development policies. We recommend that they be upgraded

politically and strengthened financially.

The Commission's report will be considered by the General

Assembly in the fall. Our hope is that he SecretaryGeneral,

as well as a growing group of likeminded countries, will

provide guidance and leadership at he upcoming session.
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The Commissions report is - above all - a strong call for

renewed international cooperation. Following a decade and half

of standstill and even decline in our ability to jointly

address the real and crucial issues of our time, the time has

come to act together to reform the institutions we have

created, to restore their credibility and authority , and their

capacity to guide development along paths that are sustainable.
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Mr Chairman, Mr Huang Hua

Commissioner Ma

Distinguished Members of the Centre

I am pleased to have the opportunity of participating in

this opening of the Annual Meeting of the China Environmental

Strategy Centre and of bringing to you the greetings of the

World Commission on Environment and Development and, in

particular, its Chairman, Mrs Gro Harlem Brundtland, Prime

Minister of Norway.

As you know, the Commission is presently in Beijing to

present and discuss its report with the Government of China.

We met yesterday with Mr Ye Rutang, the Minister of Urban and

Rural Construction and Environmental Protection and with

members of the Environment Protection Commission. We heard an

outstanding statement from Mr Qu Geping, Director of the

Environmental Agency. We were particularly honoured that

Vice-Premier Li Perig found occasion to meet with us and

exchange views on the report. And we are very pleased to be

meeting this evening with the Vice Chairman of the Standing

Committee of the National People's Congress, Mr Huang Hua.
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We are also looking forward to our discussions this
afternoon with many of you and your colleagues from the

Environmental Strategy Centre. From the very beginning of our
work some 900 days ago, we have felt your influence through

your Vice Chairman, Dr. Ma Shijun. Indeed, the Commission and

the world community that created it are indebted to China for
the important intellectual contribution it has made to our
report through the participation of Dr Ma as a Commissioner and
of Messrs Lu Liarig Shu and Gu Jian as members of the

Commission's Food Security and Energy Advisory Panels. The

Environmental Strategy Research Centre, the Eco-Erwirorimerital

Research Centre of the Academia Sinica. the National
Environmental protection Agency of China, and the Ministry of
Urban and Rural Construction have all made important

contributions to our work.

Some of you have seen our report. In English, it bears
the title ' Our Common Future'. You and your members will be.

pleased to know that a Chinese edition will shortly be
published here in Beijing by the World Affairs Press. This

will greatly facilitate the dissemination of the report and its
vital message to the great branch of the human family that is
China.

This sense of family, of the one-ness of humanity on this
small planet, pervades the report. It dominated the 900 days
of our work, especially the public hearings which involved
thousands of people on five continents. It came through the



testimony of presidents and peasants, ministers and

forest dwellers, scientists, economists and housewives. We

recognized it in our own debates within the Commission. We

come from, very different backgrounds, from North, South, East

and West. The things on which we differed were soon

overshadowed by the things on which we agreed concerning the

threats to planetary development and human survival and what

could be done about them.

The result is not just another report on environment and

development, written by individual experts in various fields.

The result is a political report which tries to balance what 22

Commissioners from 21 countries feel collectively is necessary

against what they feel politically is possible.

Mr Huang Hua has just given us an excellent summary of

the main theme of the report, sustainable development. His

treatment of the Commission's discussion of sustainable

development was sensitive and insightful. With that

background, I would like to say a few words about some other

aspects of the report.

The report was launched in April and it has been

extensively reported and widely acclaimed by the world's

media. It has been discussed with several governments and

considered by two parliaments in full session: those of Denmark

and Canada. From all of this, it is clear that the report has

changed fundamentally the nature of the debate about

environment and its relationship to development.
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!rhe report goes far beyond a consideration of the adverse

impacts of development on the environment, which was the major

theme of the 1972 Stockholm Conference on the Human

Environment. The Commission has, in fact, reversed this

relationship. It argues strongly that a degraded and

deteriorating environment and resource base is today a major

threat to development itself in an increasing number of

countries, both industrialized and developing.

Within the context of International Economic Relations,

we took a careful look at relations between the developing and

industrialized countries. When you examine them, it seems

clear that the resource-based economies of the Third World are

caught in-'a multiple bind. They have to build their own

settlements, industries, roads, transport, and so on, at a pace

that the developed world never had to contemplate. They have

to export more and more of their resources to earn the external

capital for this. But with present monetary and fiscal

relationships. and with certain forms of trade -- in tropical

forests, for example, and in some agricultural products and

minerals -- this development often reduces rather than

increases their future potential for development. And given

the trends in most countries, their future needs are going to

be much greater than today's. These arrangements are not

sustainable.

'It is impossible', the report states, 'to separate

economic development issues from environmental issues; many
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forms of development erode the environmental resources upon

which they must be based, and environmental degradation can

undermine economic development. Poverty is a major cause arid

effect of global environmental problems. It is therefore

futile to attempt to deal with environmental problems without a

broader perspective that encompasses the factors underlying

world poverty, and international inequality'.

For some, the most significant feature of the

Commission's work is the recognition of the interlocking nature

of resources, environment, economy and military expenditures.

Of course, we also addressed the familiar problems of

population growth, food supply and agriculture, species

extinction, deforestation. soil erosion, desertification,

nuclear safety, wood fuels the greenhouse gases and climate

warming urbanization, the use of the global commons (oceans,

space, Antarctica) and so forth. Each of these issues, and

others, are addressed in separate sections of the report, but

in every case we have attempted to demonstrate how they are

linked. In many ways this is the novelty of the report. The

report has many suggestions for ways to combat such problems,

many of them inspired by your experience here in China.

The report has changed the nature of the debate in

another senses At the time of the Stockholm Conference, in

1972, an important part of the environmental debate was fixed

on notion of zero growth or, even, negative growth. Most

developing countries, where growth was imperative for survival,



found this notion at best as source of amusement. At worst,

they found it a source of suspicion about the real motives

behind the northern-based environment movement. Some of you

will recall that the Club of Rome study, 'Limits to Growth'

became the focus of this debate. The basic world models

employed by Meadows and their colleagues i that reportassurned

a set of relationships between population, natural resources,

pollution, agriculture and capital that led inevitably to a

collapse of one kind or another.

Our thinking about environment and development has become

much more sophisticated since 1972. It has enabled the

Commission to, in effect, turn the debate on its head.

The Commission advocates 'A New Era of Economic Growth'.

It believes that measures to revive economic growth to

historically high levels, especially in the Third World, are

imperative if poverty is to be. reduced and environmental

destruction curtailed. Poverty is not only a moral outrage; it

is a major source of environmental degradation and economic

decline.

Growth alone, however, is not enough. Indeed, growth

and development that ignores environment will end up

destroying itself. Sustainable development, the Commission

demonstrates requires strong measures to change both the

content and the quality of growth. The report contains a large

number of recommendations in this regard. These two



priorities, growth and measures to change the content of

growth, must go hand in hand in the future; neither can be

supported without the other.

Thus, a major theme running through the report concerns

development that is both economically and ecologically

sustainable. Sustainable development, of course, is not a

fixed state. It is rather a process of change in which

economic and fiscal policies, trade and foreign policies,

energy, agricultural, industrial and other sectoral policies

aim to induce development paths that are economically, socially

and ecologically sustainable. It requires more equitable

distribution of the benefits of development and equal

opportunities for development both within and among nations.

It must be a goal for all nations developed and developing

alike. Indeed it is a goal for the global community as a

whole.

The Commission's diagnosis is novel and comprehensive.

But, in summary, it demonstrates that the major issues of

environment and development are deeply and strongly connected

with one another and with global economic, political and

strategic relationships. Real major institutional and policy

changes are needed at national and international levels in

order to put development on paths that are sustainable and to

manage the transition that the world faces in the next few

turbulent decades. There is no doubt that we are in for a

rough ride.



What then does the Commission propose? The report

contains many proposals for change especially changes in

policies - in specific areas - energy, industry, agriculture,

international economic relations, foreign policies and so on.

They are scabtered throughout the report.

One of the greatest barriers to change, however, is the

way in which we have traditionally organized our institutions.

Broadly speaking, we have today a set of institutional

arrangements in which the most powerful agencies. those whose

policies are often at the source of an accelerating draw-down

of environmental and resource assets, have no formal

responsibility to take them into account. And usually don't do

so. The agencies that do have this responsibility are

institutionally separate from them, politically junior to them

and have far less power. Environment ministers, as our

Chairman has said, spend most of their time trying to repair

the damage caused by the mistakes of their colleagues and the

predecessors of their colleagues.

Under these circumstances, it should not be too

surprising to find that the damage effects of development are

growing faster than environmental and resource management

agencies can keep up with.

p

The Commission proposes two directions for change in

these arrangements The first is to make the central economic

and sectoral ministries, national and international,
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responsible for ensuring that their policies are ecologically

as well as economically sustainable and hold them accountable

for it in various ways. The report contains a number of

suggestions in this regard.

The second concerns environmental and resource management

agencies, national and international They will have to meet

increasing challenges arid we recommend that they be upgraded

politically and expanded financially.

But the most crucial task is to make the concept of

sustainable development an overriding goal of all governmental

and international agencies, of the World Bank, of the

International Monetary Fund. and of the entire United Nations

system. it must also be the corner-stone of national energy,

industrial, and trade policies.. Foreign policies must be based

as much on the permanent realities of an interdependent global

environment as on the more transient political and economic

alignments of nations.

The Commission considers a wide range of global risks and

threats to security. It argues that the capacity to identify,

assess and report on risks of irreversible change to natural

systems, and threats to the survival) security and well being

of the world community must be reinforced and extended. To

achieve this the Commission suggests a new international

programme for cooperation among largely non-governmental

organizations, scientific bodies, and industry groups This

proposal merits the attention of bodies such as yours.
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The Commission also deals with the need for more informed

choices Here it advocates the greater involvement of an

informed public, of the scientific community, and of NGO's and

industry. The rights of those groups, their roles and

participation should be expanded.

The Commission has grappled with the need to improve the

legal means for ensuring that development is sustainable.

National and international law is being rapidly outdistanced by

global change. A summary of proposed legal principles is

appended to the report and suggestions are made for the

adoption of a Universal Declaration on environmental protection

and sustainable development and the subsequent drafting of a

new international convention.

These and other recommendations add up to a call for

fundamental institutional reform. We all know how difficult

that is and, .obviously, it will take time to carry through.

Until it begins to happen, however, the drawdown on the

planet's environmental base will not only continue but given

the trends, it will accelerate. Studies presented to the

Commission indicate that a significant increase in the scale

and frequency of environmental breakdown is built into the

momentum of past and present development. It is therefore

urgent, as the Commission sees it. for all nations to

strengthen their institutional capacity. for sustainable

development.
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In 1983, the United Nations General Assembly asked the

Commission to take a fresh look at the critical issues of

environment and development and to make some practical

proposals for change. It also asked that it propose means to

strengthen international co-operation on these issues.

With the completion of the Commission's report, the most

important part of the challenge taken up by the United Nations,

has just begun. That challenge - the implementation of the

Commission's key recommendations - is now before governments

and the UN system.

The Commission proposes that the General Assembly

transform the report into a Special Programme for Action on

Sustainable Development.

The re-orientation of the UN system which I mentioned

will require anumber of initiatives, not only in the General

Assembly but also in the governing bodies of the banks and

specialized agencies.

The report calls for the General Assembly to commit

itself to preparing a Universal Charter and later a convention

on environmental protection and sustainable development.

The report urges consideration of a special international

banking facility linked to the World Bank to provide loans and

to facilitate joint financing for conservation projects. It
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al3o proposes consideration of more automatic sources of

international finance for sustainable development -- perhaps a

tax on certain uses of the global commons, such as ocean

fishing or seabed mining.

Within an appropriate period after the presentation of

the report to the General Assembly, it proposes then an

international conference be convened to review progress and

promote further follow up.

In this process, the leadership which you exert in

China's political scientific and social decision making, and

the influence which China exerts in world affairs, can be

decisive.

Our report was recently considered by the Governing

Council of the United Nations Environment Programme in

Nairobi. It will be submitted to the General Assembly of the

United Nations this autumn. Before then, your respected voices

can be instrumental in deciding China's position in that

debate We hope that China's representatives at the U.N. and

its specialized agencies will support the much needed policy

changes that our report calls for.
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Four weeks ago almost to the day, the World

Commission on Environment and Development presented its

report, Findings, and recommendations at a major event in

London. Our Chairman, Mrs Gro Harlem Brundtland, the

Prime Minister of Norway, presented it to 12 young people

who had spoken to us at the public hearings that we

sponsored in every region of the world, These young

people provided a link with the process of global

consultation beginning in 1984 that marked the

Commissions work.

Two of these young people, as you know, were

Canadians. In addition to representing symbolically the

younger half of those who will live the future discussed

in the report, they also represented the very strong

support that the Commission has received from the

government and people of Canada from the very beginning of

its work - in fact, well before that.

It may not be too well known, but Canada -

through its then Minister of Environment (who I am very

pleased to see here today) and, of course, through its

Minister of External Affairs and, in particular, its

far-seeing then High Commissioner to Kenya (who I am also

pleased to see here today), played a crucial role of

leadership in the establishment of the Commission.

The Government of Canada's support has

continued under the present Minister of the Environment

and the Ministers responsible for CIDA and this support

has come to embrace the provincial Governments and

literally thousands of Canadians from all walks of life.

In fact, Canada's support - moral, intellectua,
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political, and financial * has been a bedrock on which we

have been able to count and to build. Our meeting in

Canada last May, including the public hearings we

conducted coast to coast, were a turning point in the work

of the Commission. You need only glance through the

report and see the large numbers of quotes from Canadian

citizens and the large number of Canadian names in the

credits to verify this.

As Secretary Genera]. - and as a Canadian - I

am very pleased to have this opportunity to appear before

you this morning, Mr Chairman, both to discuss the report

and to express to you and through you to Parliament the

Commission's deepest appreciation for Canada's support.

This support has been invaluable, but let me

say that Canada's most important role in the critical

issues of environment and development and in followup of

the Brundtland report is just beginning.

The launch in London marked the end of one

process and the beginning of another - the gradual

implementation of the report's recommendations.

The Commission is determined - and many

governments and NGOs - even industries - are also now

determined - that this report wi].l not be filed and

forgotten, like so many others. The issues of planetary

survival and sustainable development are simply too

urgent. They command action now - action leading to

significant change in policies and institutions at all

levels.
p

During the launch in London, a journalis.t

asked Prime Minister Brundtland 'What is the most

important word in the report?' An impossible question, I

wondered how she would answer. She could iaue said:

1.1668/1.8.6 87-1
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Sustainable Development' , but that are two words and that

would have been cheating. She said; 'The most important

word in the report is the word "NOW". We must act NOW,

and the report ends with the word NOW in a call for action

by governments, international agencies, industry, NGOs,

and institutes.

I was therefore very pleased in talking to

the Honourable Tom McMillan last week to hear him say that

what Canada has done to date is prologue. He feels that

Canada's follow up to the report is crucial. He said that

the Government has in mind carving out certain area or

areas identified in the report in which Canada is

specially qualified to provide global leadership. He said

that the 30 Per Cent Club is illustrative of what he has

in mind.

The Canadian Government, of course, will

decide what initiatives it will take, but there are many

recommendations for action in the report on which Canada

is well qualified to lead.

Consensus Report

Someone said recently that when you look at

the state of the world, you have to conclude that God is a

committee. Personally, I don't think we can blame God,

but we are certainly messing up his handiwork. And we are

doing it in ways that, with a little foresight and wisdom,

are largely avoidable.

The Commission was able to agree not only on

a major analysis but also on a remarkably large number of

ways and means to prevent the downward spiral of

environment curn economic and social decline, in spite of

the fact that it included a wider span of national and

regional backgrounds than any earlier body of this kind.

116B/18.6. 87-i
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In fact, the most important characteristic

of the report, in a political sense, is that it represents

a consensus of all 22 members of the Commission from 21

countries, from East and West, North and South - two from

Canada, Maurice Strong and myself. Given our decision to

deal with environment and development together, this

consensus was an enormous achievement. It is one on which

the international community, including Canada. can build.

But is was a political achievement. The

result is a political report which tries to balance what

the Commissioners feel collectively is necessary against

what they feel politically is possible.

This consensus would not have been possible

without the two and a half year process of public hearings

that the Commission organized in Canada and in all parts

of the world. These hearings, coupled with site visits,

enabled the Commission to see just how closely environment

and economy are interdependent - at all levels - the farm,

the community, the nation, and the planet as a whole.

The Commission worked for about 900 days.

The hearings provided the Commission with a special

understanding of the series of disasters that grabbed the

world's headlines during that short period. There were

quite a number: the great fire of East Kalimantan, the

chemical disasters in Bhopal, Mexico City, and the Rhine;

the growing rate of forest death in Europe; the fresh

warnings on climate change; the ozone hole; Chernobyl; and

the drought triggered human and ecological catastrophes

in Ethiopia, the Sahel, and elsewhere in Africa.

Following each hearing, I observed Commissioners with an

environmental background and those with a development

background mouing measurably closer to a shared

interpretation of the issues. This is a process, I

believe, that many others will have to follow if

disastrous mistakes, with implications for planetary



Sustainable Development

The major theme running through the report

is sustainable development. We define this simply as

paths of progress 'which meet the needs and aspirations of

the present generation without compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their own needs'

Sustainable development is not a fixed

state. It is a process of change - a process in which

economic, trade and fiscal policies; energy, agricultural

and industrial policies; and the political decision

processes underlying them, all aim to induce development

that is both economically and ecologically beneficial far

into the future. It is a goal for all nations, developed

as well as developing, including Canada, and for the world

community as a whole.

A New Era of Economic Growth

The need for urgent action on sustainable

development is underlined by another priority theme of the

report, what the Commission calls 'A New Era of Economic

Growth' . This contrasts sharply with many previous

reports - Club of Rome, Global 2000 and many others. I

know that it will make some conservationists bite hard.

But, the Commission asks, how else can we meet the needs

and aspirations of our human world; the present world of 5

billion and the projected one of 8 - 14 billion?

There are about 4600 days remaining to the

end of this century. Given the time lags built into human

affairs, that's now, not tomorrow. But more people will

be added to the planet in that short period of time than

existed at the beginning of this century in 1900.

1166B/18 .6, 87-1
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Ninety per cent of this increase will take

place in developing countries, and 90 per cent of that in

urban areas now beginning to explode with social unrest.

Their governments have no choice but to seek to produce

more and faster in order to meet the needs and aspirations

of their people - and to escape from the mass poverty that

is now destroying the ecological basis of their future -

and the future of us all.

Industrial production has grown more than

fiftyfold over the past century. Fourfifths of that

increase has been packed into the years since 1950.

Economic activity in general has multiplied to create a

$13 trillion world economy. To eradicate poverty - and

provide for at least a doubled population - obviously will

entail a further rapid expansion in the world economy. It

might increase as much as five to ten times in real terms

over the next half century.

If future growth on this scale is not

sustainable, if it rests on a continuing draw down of the

planet's environmental capital - if fossil fuel energy

policies, for example, continue to require ecological

subsidies in the form of damage done by air pollution,

acidification, and climate change - the prospects for

survival of a large part of human kind are not great.

So, while growth is necessary, the

Commission says flatly that it is not sufficient. It will

not be sustainable - it may not even be possible - without

equally strong measures to change the quality of growth

and to reduce its demands upon resources, energy, and the

environment. It mut also include stronger measures to

effect much greater equity in access to the proceeds of

growth - and tackle the fundamental environmental problem

of accelerating poverty in the Third World. In the

future, these pr.orities, increasing growth, changing its

I 1666/18.6.87-1
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quality and content, and improving equity must go hand in

hand; neither is sustainable without the other.

We are entering a high risk future and a

period of adaptation that will stretch human ingenuity and

political wisdom. Last year, in a major address in the

United State, the President of CIDA described the

biosphere, the zone of life surrounding the earth, as a

film covering the planet as thin as the dew on an apple.

The pressures within this film are increasing at rates and

scales never before experienced.

Many experts believe that there has already

been a fundamental change within this film in the

relationships between the economy and the biosphere. What

else is the biosphere telling us when it provides evidence

of man-made climate change, destruction of the ozone

layer, acidificatior of the enuirorunent, chemicals in the

food chain, the net loss of forest area the size of

Denmark every twelve weeks, the creation of desert the

size of Switzerland every nine months, and a massive

deterioration of the soil base worldwide? We may, in

fact, be witnessing the rapid unification of economics and

ecology, not just at the local level - that has long been

evident - but, in some instances, at the regional, and

even at the global scale.

This change raises serious questions about

whether the growth needed to meet future human needs and

aspirations can be sustained without crossing certain

critical ecological thresholds and placing the entire

planet in peril. The Commission is convinced that it can,

and you will find that the underlying message of our

report is one of hope.

11668/18.6. 87-i
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This conviction rests on many things: human

ingenuity; the significant reduction in the energy.

resource, and environmental content of growth that some

industrialized countries have already achieved, new and

emerging technologies which offer enormous opportunities

for raising productivity and living standards;

opportunities for increasing food production, conserving

the natural resource base, and managing the environment;

and the advent of global communications which makes it

possible for people everywhere to share experience, think

globally, and begin to exercise their responsibility for

our common future.

While the underlying message of the report

is one of hope, that hope is not unconditional. The

Commission states repeatedly that the means available to

achieve sustainable development cannot be applied at the

rate and scale needed without significant changes in

certain societal goals, in certain critical policies and,

most importantly, in some of our institutional

arrangements and processes of decision making.

The report is not a blue print - not a

master plan - but it is full of suggestions and

recommendations on policy directions for sustainable

development. You will find these in the chapters on

International economic relations, population, species and

ecosystems, industry, urban development, energy, the

management of the global commons, even in new concepts of

security, which go beyond our present fixation on military

security, and institutional and legal change.

Some people have been surprised to discover

that most of these suggestions are not addressed to

environmental protection and resource management agencies,

national and international. The reasons for this are

quite simple.

1 166 B! 18.6.87-1
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Broadly speaking, the most powerful agencies

today, those whose policies are often at the source of

environmental and resource degradation or depletion, have

no formal responsibility or accountability for the damage

they cause. The agencies that do have this responsibility

are institutionally separate from them, politically junior

to them, and have far less power. Environment ministers,

as our Chairman - once an environment minister and now a

Prime Minister - has often said, spend most of their time

trying to repair the damage caused by the mistakes of

their colleagues and the predecessors of their colleagues.

Most governments and international

organizations now have a broad array of 'environmental'

policies. They are focussed for the most part, however,

on the effects of development on health, property, and the

environment, on afterthefact repair of damage done and,

only recently, on measures to anticipate and prevent

future damage.

But these are not the policies that most

profoundly affect the environment. The real

'environmental' policies - those that have the greatest

impact on the environment - are the macroeconomic and

fiscal policies, the trade and aid policies, the energy,

industry, and agricultural policies - and the budgets that

give these policies clout, Indeed, the most important

statement of environmental policy that any government

makes in any single year is its annual budget.

These are the policies which determine the

quality and content of future growth. These are the

policies which determine whether development will be

sustainable ecologically as well as economically, and

consequently whether the planet will survive. The

Brundtland report demonstrates that in the future, the



critical issues of survival and sustairiability must be

dealt with at their sources in these policies, not just

with treating their environmental symptoms.

Given these institutional arrangements - and

they dominate worldwide, it should not be too surprising

to find that the damage effects of development are growing

far faster than environmental and resource management

agencies can keep up with. This is the case., and not only

in the Third World.

The Brundtland Commission, Mr Chairman,

proposes two broad directions for change in these

arrangements. The first is to make the central economic

and sectoral ministries, national and international,

responsible for ensuring that their policies are

ecologically as well as economically sustainable and hold

them accountable for it in various ways. The report

contains a number of suggestions in this regard. The

second is to give environmental protection and resource

management agencies, both national and international, more

capacity and more power to cope with the negative effects

of policies that encourage unsustainable development.

As for the first, the Commission argues that

we must broaden our concept of environmental policies and

of environmental budgets to include those of the central

and sectoral agencies.

The short chapter on global food security

provides many examples of why we must do so. Here we

found a complex web of unsustainability with record

harvests at the same time that record numbers of people go

hungry and malnourished. Northern agricultural production

systems, often driven by shortsighted and contradictory

subsidies, overexploit farmland and introduce harmful

chemicals into foods and water, but they also produce

11668/18.6. 87].
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surpluses expensive to store, This surplus goes to

developing nations in ways that undermine their own food

production there. When a farmer in an industrialized

country must decide whether to crop or to graze the

marginal lands on his farm or to plant them to forests,

the subsidy structure for agricultural inputs and

products, backed by multibillion dollar budgets, provide

far more powerful signals than do small direct grants for

soil conservation.

Or, when a debtridden Third World

government must decide whether to increase incentives to

its farmers or accept highly subsidized imports from

surplus ridden industrialized countries, the shortterm

advantage is clear and their own agriculture takes second

place.

Our recommendations in this field involve

reorienting policies to shift the centres of production to

fooddeficient areas, to give systematic attention to the

renewal of natural resources, arid to change the

agricultural terms of trade so that they favour local

farmers.

Energy is another area of vital importance.

Present global energy consumption creates serious

environmental risks. At the present time, nations put far

more resources and deliberate policy into promoting fossil

fuel combustion, the common source of much air pollution,

acidification and potential climate change, than they do

in promoting energy efficiency. Prior to the last energy

shock, some industrialized countries were achieving

efficiency gains of I to 2 per cent a year, with very

positive consequences for their international

competitiveness. We are now losing that momentum. But

with various forms of "efficiency pricing", which the
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report recommends, that momentum could be sustained.

Nations would reduce acidification, buy time on climate

change, and achieve real gains in growth potential that is

sustainable,

In the future,. Mr Chairman, the concept of

environmental policies and environmental budgets must be

broadened to include those of central arid sectora].

agencies, national and international. There is no other

way to ensure that the ecological dimension of policies

will, be considered as the economic, trade, energy,

agricultural, and other dimensions - on the same agendas

and in the same national and international institutions.

This is a call for fundamental institutional

reform. Obviously, it will take time to carry through.

And it will face formidable obstacles. But until it

begins tà happen, the draw down on the planet's

environmental base will not only continue but, given the

trends, it will accelerate. Studies presented to the

Commission indicate that a significant increase in the

scale and frequency of environmental breakdown is built

into the momentum of past and present development.

In view of this, the Commission believes

that it is urgent to give environmental protection and

resource management agencies, both national and

international, substantially more power and more financial

resources to enable them to reduce and prevent

environmental breakdowns, and to repair the damage

resulting from them.

Developing countries will need help in this

regard and the report contains a number of proposals to

that end. Industrialized countries also need greatly to

strengthen their environmental proctection and resource

management agencies to deal with the continuing backlog of

old as well as the growing range of new problems.
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The UN System

At the international level, we call for a

number of far-reaching changes, especially, in the UN

system. The crucial task is to make sustainable

development the overriding goal of the entire UN system,

including the World Bank and Regional Banks, the IMF, the

FAO and other specialized agencies.

We also call for a strengthening of UNEP to

provide leadership in the UN system on environmental

protection issues. You will find a large number of
recommendations in this regard. The Commission feels that

UNEP's priorities need to be better defined, and that its

capacity in the area of global environmental assessment

and reporting needs to be enhanced.

Programme of Action on Sustainable Development

The Brundtland report will be considered by

the General Assembly in the fall, prime Minister Cr0

Harlem Brundtland presented it to the Secretary General of

the United Nations on 22 April. In receiving it, he

called the report a "guideline for the UN". He called

upon governments to study it so they could deal with it in

the autumn.

It is now before governments. Governments

in every region of the world have invited the Commission

to discuss its report with them over the next few months.

So far, we have met with the OECD and with West European

governments in Paris and Brussels. We have also met with

East European government and COMECON in Budapest. We will

be meeting with the government of China, and governments

of South Asia, Africa, and South and North America.

Several international organizations have invited

discussion of the Commission's report. And so have a

large number of non-governmental organizations.
11668/18.6.87-1



The response to the report in all of the

meetings held to date has been very positive, The OECD is

considering a proposal for a systemwide review of the

report. So is the European Economic Commission,

So far, at least one government has referred

the report to all of its departments and agencies with

instructions to review it and to report back to Cabinet

with proposed changes in domestic, aid, and trade policies

to bring them in line with the report. Others. I know,

are considering the same kind of systematic review.

Two weeks from now, the report will be

considered by the UNEP Governing Council.

The Commission proposes that the Assembly

transform the report into a Special Programme for Action

on Sustainable Development.

The reorientation of the UN system which I

mentioned will -require a number of initiatives, not only

in the General Assembly cut also in the governing bodies

of the banks and specialized agencies.

The report calls for the General Assembly to

commit itself to preparing a Universal Charter and later a

Convention on environmental protection and sustainable

development. An annexe provides a list of norms for

interstate behaviour that reflect the reality of

sovereignty on a rapidly shrinking planet.

Within an appropriate period after the

presentation of the report to the General Assembly, an

international conference is proposed to review progress

and promote further follow up.

11668/18.6. 87-1
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Canada - and the governments of

industrialized nations like Canada - are in a position to

take the lead on many of these proposed initiatives. I

believe that many will. This leadership is called for

today as never before.
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1/ Editorial, Financial Times, May 1, 1987.

A little over two weeks ago, the world

Commission on Environment and Development presented the

report of its findings and recommendations at a rriajor

event in London. The report is titled 'Our Common

Future'. Some of you were there and saw our Chairman, Mrs

Gro Harlem Brundtland, the Prime Minister of Norway,

present it to 12 young people who had spoken to us at the

public hearings that we sponsored in every region of the

world. These young people provided a link with the

process of global consultation beginning in 1984 that

marked the Commission's work. They also represented

symbolically the younger half of those who will live the

future discussed in the report. They will deliver the

document to political leaders in their own countries over

the next few weeks.

The response to the report has been

overwhelming. It has received extensive coverage in the

global media. It has been hailed as a milestone on the

'road towards being practical, sensible and convincing'

about the issues. The first edition in English is

virtually sold out and Oxford University Press is already

running a second. Arrangements are also being made to

publish it commercially in all of the official languages

of the United Nations, plus several others.
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The Commission is determined that this

report will not be filed and and forgotten, like so many

others. The issues of planetary survival and sustainable

development are too urgent. They command action now -

action leading to significant change in policies and

institutions at all levels.

When our Chairman gave the report to the

Secretary General of the United Nations on the 22nd of

April, he referred to it as 'a guideline for the U.N. ' He

called upon governments to study it now so they can be

prepared to deal with it in the General Assembly in the

autumn of this year.

A lot will happen before then. We are

particularly pleased to have been invited to address the

World Meteorological Congress As influential individuals

and as representatives of both the scientific and

governmental communities, you are of crucial importance in

promoting the recommendations of the report, just as you

have been in advising us on its preparation.

Governments in every region of the world

have invited the Commission to discuss its report with

them over the next few months. Last week, we met with

OECD and with West European governments in Paris and

Brussels. At this moment, Commissioners are meeting with

East European governments and COMECON in Budapest. We

will be meeting with the government of China, and the

governments of South Asia, Africa, and South and North

America. Several international organizations in addition

to the WMO have invited discussion of the Commission's

report. And so have a large number of nongovernmental

organizations.
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A Consensus Report

This report could make a difference. Its

most important characteristic, in a political sense, is

that it represents a consensus of all 22 members of the

Commission from 21 countries, from East and West, North

arid South. Given our decision to deal with environment

and development together, this consensus was an enormous

achievement. It is one on which the international

community, including the WMO, can build.

But it was a political achievement. The

result is not just another report on environment and

development, written by individual experts in various

fields. It should riot be read that way. It is a report

which tries to balance what the Commissioners feel

collectively is necessary against what they feel

politically is possible.

This consensus would not have been possible

without the two and a half year process of public hearings

that the Commission organized in all parts of the world,

These hearings provided the Commission with a special

understanding of the series of disasters that grabbed the

world's headlines during the short 900 days of the

Commission's work: the great fire of East Kalimantan, the

chemical disasters in ahopal, Mexico City, and the Rhine;

the growing rate of forest death in Europe; the fresh

warnings on climate change; the ozone hole; Cherriobyl; and

the drought triggered human and ecological catastrophes

in Ethiopia, the Sahel, and elsewhere in Africa.

Following each hearing, I observed Commissioners with an

environmental background and those with a development

background moving measurably closer to a shared

interpretation of the issues.

11248/11258/:JM/bb/12. 5.87-4
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Sustainable Development

The major theme running through the report

is sustainable development. We define this simply as

paths of progress 'which meet the needs and aspirations of

the present generation without compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their own needs'

Sustainable development is not a fixed

state, It is a process of change - a process in which

economic, trade and fiscal policies, energy, agricultural

and industrial policies, and the political decision

processes underlying them, all aim to induce development

that is both economically and ecologically beneficial far

into the future. It is a goal for all nations, developed

as well as developing, and for the world community as a

whole.

A New Era of Economic Growth

The need for urgent action on sustainable

development is underlined by another priority theme of the

report, what the Commission calls 'A New Era of Economic

Growth'

The Commission believes that measures to

revive economic growth to historically high levels,

especially in the Third World, are imperative for global

survival. But growth is not sufficient. It will not be

sustainable, perhaps not even possible, without equally

strong measures to change the quality of growth and to

reduce its demands upon resources, energy, and the

environment. The report contains important

recommendations on how to achieve both. In the future,

these two priorities, increasing growth and changing its

quality and content, must go hand in hand; neither is

viable without the other. Moreover, the proceeds of

growth must be distributed much more equitably than is now

the case.

4
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How else, we ask, can human needs and

aspirations be met - those of the present humanity of S

billion souls and the projected one of 8 to 14 billion?

The governments of developing countries, where 90 per cent

of this population increase will take place, have no

choice but to seek to produce more and faster if their

societies are to escape from mass poverty. And make no

mistake; poverty presents the greatest threat to the

ecological base on which their future - and all our

futures - depends.

Industrial production has grown more than

fiftyfold over the past century, fourfifths of that

increase packed into the years since 1950. Economic

activity in general has multiplied to create a $13

trillion world economy. To eradicate poverty - and

provide for a doubled population - obviously will entail a

further rapid expansion in the world economy - one that

might increase as much as ten times in real terms over the

next half century.

If future growth on this scale is not

sustainable, if it rests on a continuing drawdown of the

planet's environmental capital - if fossil fuel energy

policies, for example, continue to require ecological

subsidies in the form of damage done by air pollution,

acidification, and climate change - the prospects for

survival of a large part of human kind are not great.

Every region will be in for a period of adaptation to

change that will stretch human ingenuity - and political

wisdom. Many experts despair that needed changes in

development policies and institutions can be made in

time. They feel that governments should give adaptation

strategies the highest priority.
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We are entering a high risk future. Even a

sustainable future would be a high risk future. Given the

trends, the numbers, scale, frequency, and impac.t of

natural and manmade disasters will continue to mount. In

light of this, the Commission calls for an immediate

increase in national and international capacities to

assess global risks. Many scientific, nongovernmental,

and intergovernmental bodies have programmes that are

relevant to risk assessment. Indeed, many like WMO are

actively engaged in risk assessment. But these programmes

need to be strengthened.

The Commission also calls for a new

capacity, both nongovernmental and intergovernmental, to

bring together the results of this work regularly in

authoritative reports. These reports should draw out the

implications of critical risks for regional and global

security and for international cooperation. They should

be aimed at the highest councils of government and

international bodies, including the UN Security Council;

The Commission's report demonstrates clearly

that future threats to peace and security will arise as

much or more from developmentbased environmental risks as

from military risks.

Planetary Peril and Conditioned Hope

The change in the relationships between the

biosphere and the economy raises serious questions about

whether the growth needed to meet future human needs and

aspirations can be sustained without crossing certain

critical ecological thresholds and placing the entire

planet in peril. The Commission is convinced that it can,

and you will find that the underlying message of our

report is oneof hope.
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This conviction rests on many things: human

ingenuity; the significant reduction in the energy,

resource, and environmental content of growth that some

industrialized countries have already achieved; new and

emerging technologies which offer enormous opportunities

for raising productivity and living standards;

opportunities for increasing food production, conserving

the natural resource base, and managing the environment;

and the advent of global communications which makes it

possible for people everywhere to share experience, think

globally, and begin to exercise their responsibility for

our common future.

While the underlying message of the report

is one of hope, that hope is not unconditional. The

Commission states repeatedly that the means available to

achieve sustainable development cannot be applied at the

rate and scale needed without significant changes in

certain societal goals, in certain critical policies and,

most importantly, in some of our institutional

arrangements and processes of decision making.

The Commission has set out its proposals for

institutional change under six priorities. These are:

- correcting unsustainable development at the source;

- remedying the worsening effects of such development;

- providing legal structures to do so;

- increasing the capacity to assess global risks;

- making more informed choices; and

- increasing investment in the preservation and

enhancement of our fundamental environmental assets.

1 124B/1 125B/3M/bb/12. S. 87-4
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Broadly speaking, the most powerful agencies

today, those whose policies are often at the source of

environmental and resource degradation or depletion, have

no formal responsibility or accountability for the damage

they cause. The agencies that do have this responsibility

are institutionally separate from them, politically junior

to them, and have far less power. Environment ministers,

as our Chairman - once an enuironment minister and now a

Prime Minister - has often said, spend most of their time

trying to repair the damage caused by the mistakes of

their colleagues and the predecessors of their colleagues.

Most governments and international

organizations now have a broad array of 'environmental'

policies. They are focussed for the most part on the

effects of development on health, property, and the

environment, on afterthe--fact repair of damage and, only

recently, on measures to anticipate and prevent future

damage.

But these are not the policies that most

profoundly affect the environment. The real

'environmental' policies are the macroeconomic and fiscal

policies, the trade and aid policies, the energy,

industry, and agricultural policies - and the budgets that

give these policies clout. Indeed, the most important

statement of environmental policy that any government

makes in any single year is its annual budget.

These are the policies which determine the

quality and content of growth. These are the policies

which determine whether development will be sustainable

ecologically as well as economically, and consequently

whether the planet will survive. The Commission's report

demonstrates that in the future, the critical issues of

survival and sustainability must be dealt with at their

sources in these policies, not just with treating their

environmental symptoms.

1124B/1125B/JM/bb/12. 5.87-4
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The Commission proposes two directions for

change in the institutional arrangements for these

issues. First and most critically, sustainable

development needs to be made the overriding goal of all

governmental and international agencies. The central

economic and sectoral bodies in particular, both national

and international, including the multilateral banks and

bilateral assistance agencies. They must all be made

responsible for ensuring that their policies lead to

development that is ecologically as well as economically

sustainable. And they must be held accountable for their

impact on the environment.

This is a call for fundamental institutional

reform. Obviously, it will take time to carry through.

But until it begins to happen, the erosion of the planet's

environmental base will accelerate. Studies presented to

the Commission indicate that a significant increase in the

scale and frequency of environmental breakdown is built

into the momentum of past and present development.

Second, and in view of this, the Commission

believes that it is urgent to give environmental

protection and resource management agencies, both national

and international, substantially more power and more

financial resources to enable them to reduce and prevent

environmental breakdowns, and to repair the damage

resulting from them.
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In the meantime, right now, the Commission's

report provides governments and international

organizations with the basis for a fresh look at the key

policies affecting the environment, and the budgets

underlying them, and with some suggestions for needed

change in the direction of sustainability. Change will

not come easily. But the report provides a good point of

departure. It includes many findings and recommendations

in the fields of economic and trade policy, agriculture,

the protection of species and ecosystems, energy,

industry, urban development, the management of the global

commons - and, as I mentioned, new concepts of security

which go beyond our present fixation on arms and armaments.

In examining each of these areas, we found a

complex web of unsustainability. Let me take up just one

example: energy - which is most closely related to the

interests of WMO.

Enerqy

We examined a wide range of models that have

been developed by various institutes around the world. We

found that no presently available source or mix of energy

sources is truly sustainable. But some offer, at one and

the same time, significantly less environmental damage and

significantly more development potential.
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In 1980, global energy consumption stood at

around 10 TW, but it was distributed in a highly uneven

fashion, If energy use in developing countries were

brought up to current industrialized country levels, and

became uniform worldwide by 2025, present levels of

energy use would have to increase globally by a factor of

five: Planetary ecosystems could not stand this. Studies

suggest that even a near doubling of global primary energy

consumption would probably entail severe economic, social

and environmental constraints. Three of the most

important of these are related to fossil fuels:

urban/industrial air pollution, acidification of the rain.

lakes and soil, and climate change. just a few words

about each. -

Urban/Industrial Air Pollution

Tokyo, London, New York, Montreal, and many

other cities have shown that gross urban air pollution can

be rolled back. Curative measures, including airquality

criteria, standards, and addon control technologies that

can remove pollutants costeffectively, were developed

during the late '60s and '70s.

But most of the world's cities did not share

in this advance and have not done so yet. In fact, air

pollution has reached serious levels in the cities of

several industrial and newly industrializing countries, as

well as in those of most developing countries. In some

cases, these levels exceed by far the worst cases of the

'60s in western industrialized countries. And they are

intensifying daily.
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Acidification

The evidence supporting action on acid

precipitation is mounting with every passing day, faster

than scientists and governments can assess it. There is

today no remaining excuse for inaction on the interrelated

issues of air pollution and acid rain in the

industrialized countries of Europe and North America. The

exact cause and effect relationships over vast distances

may be hard to establish. But reduction strategies are

available. And they make economic sense.

We have the technologies to support such

strategies. We know gene.rally what the costs of action

would be. Studies suggest that they are less - far less -

than the costs of continued inaction. The Commission

believes that reduction strategies should be viewed as an

insurance policy that is cheap compared to the vast amount

of potential damage these strategies would avoid.

Enerqy Efficiency

A most costeffective strategy is energy

efficiency. It would relieve pressures on the environment

and, at the same time, release huge amounts of capital for

other forms of development. The Commission believes that

no other realistic option is open to the world at the

present time.

11248/1125B/JM/bb/12. 5.87-4
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We know it works. The primary energy

required to produce a unit of GDP fell in many industrial

countries by as much as a quarter or even a third over the

last 13 years. Prior to the last energy shock, some

countries were achieving efficiency gains of 1 to 2 per

cent a year. These gains were largely price-driven and

the Commission recommends forms of 'conservation pricing'

to recover and maintain this momentum,

If they were properly managed, efficiency

measures could allow industrial nations to stabilize their

primary energy consumption by the turn of the century.

They would also enable developing countries to achieve

higher levels of growth with much reduced levels of

investment, foreign debt, and environmental damage.

Efficiency measures will not eliminate the

ultimate need for substantial new energy supplies

globally. But they are an absolute must unt:i]. nations can

develop a mix of sources that is dependable, safe and

environmentally sound. And they would buy time to deal

with the deeply disturbing problem of climate change.

Climate Change

Several scientists and others addressed the

question of climate change at our public hearings. And,

of course, we had the benchmark report of the 1985 meeting

in Villach, Austria, organized by WMO, UNEP, and ICSU.

Many of you were there, along with scientists from 29

countries.

1124B/1125B/3M/bb/12. 5. 87-4
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You will recall that Villach concluded that

climate change must be considered a 'plausible and serious

probability' . Villach further concluded that: 'Many

important economic and social decisions are being made

today on the assumption that past climatic data, without

modification, are a reliable guide to the future. This is

no longer a good assumptionlV

These and other findings under your

sponsorship, weighed heavily on the minds of the

Commission. But it is clear that many political leaders

still view global warming as one of those scary, science

fiction stories that periodically surface in the mass

media from, the popularization of some very tentative

scientific hypothesis. Perhaps there is no way to prove

that any of these effects will occur until they actually

do. The key question is: How much certainty should

governments require before agreeing to take action? If

they wait until significant climate change is

demonstrated, it may be too late for any countermeasures

to be effective against the inertia by then stored in this

massive global system.

2/ Villach $tatement
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Given the complexities of the issues, the

Commission recommends a fourtrack strategy, combining:

- improved monitoring and assessment;

- increased research;

- the development of internationally agreed policies to

deal with the sources; and

- the development of adaption strategies to minimize

anticipated damage.

The Commission welcomes the recbnt

negotiations on an Ozone convention and the forthcoming

Conference in Canada in September. It calls upon

governments to ratify the existing ozone convention, to

develop protocols for the limitation of chiorofluorocarbon

emissions, and to systematically monitor and report

implementation, WMO's world ozone data reports will

become increasingly important.

But the Commission believes that the world

community needs to go much further than this. It calls

for other sets of measures. One of these might be called

a 'law of the air.

Nations need to 'formulate and agree upon

management policies for all environmentally reactive

chemicals released into the atmosphere by human

activities, particularly those that can influence the

radiation balance on earth, l The Commission calls upon

governments to 'initiate discussions leading to a

convention on this matter'.
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The process of heightening public awareness

and building support for multilateral efforts to slow the

spread of emissions will take time. The complex

geopolitics of the issues will be nourished by scientific

uncertainties. We have to admit that agreement on this

issue may well be beyond the limits of present forms of

international cooperation. If that is the case, and a

convention on chemical containment policies cannot be

agreed and implemented rapidly, the Commission recommends

that governments should develop 'contingency strategies

and plans for adaptation to climatic change'

In either case, these interrelated issues

provide an opportunity as well as a challenge for the WMO

and related organizations. The Commission calls upon WMO,

in cooperation with UNEP. WHO, ICSU, and other relevant

international and national bodies to coordinate and

accelerate their programmes concerning all environmentally

reactive chemicals released into the atmosphere in

significant quantities.

1124B/1125B/JM/bb/12. 5.87-4
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An Aqenda for Chanqe

The Brundtland Commission report offers

governments and international institutions a challenging

agenda for change. But it is not a detailed blueprint.

After a decade and a half of standstill and even

deterioration in global cooperation, the time has come for

higher aspirations and for increased political will to

address our common future. The United Nations system with

all of its specialized agencies offers an extensive

institutional capacity to reach common goals. We call for

a fundamental commitment by all governments and

institutions to transform this report into a Programme of

Action on Sustainable Development. Needless to say, you

associated with WMO would , individually and collectively,

be key players in such a programme.

May I conclude by adding that I hope that

you will encourage the widest possible discussion of the

report in your own countries and professional circles.

The report itself is only a beginning. Where it will lead

will depend on people of influence like yourselves.

Better than anyone, you know why we must make the effort,

and why we absolutely must succeed in changing the course

of development before it is too late. Thank you!
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Address to the Inter Action Council

Hakone, Japan

Tuesday, 8 April 1986

by Jim Mact'Jeill

Secretary General

World Commission on Environment and Development

Mr Chairman,

It was a very special pleasure indeed to be called by Brad

Morse and invited to participate in your discussion this

afternoon.

I doubt that there has ever been a time, including the

period prior to the 1972 Stockholm Conference, when the

world was in such great need of leadership on the

interrelated issues of population, environment and

development.

As Mr Fukuda said yesterday afternoon, they have become

the most important issues that mankind faces. They are

also the most urgent.

Yet, as Brad Morse pointed out, they have been pushed

steadily down the agenda of political action.

Something is wrong.
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Your decision to take these issues up for examination and

to lend your prestige to a call for priority action is

tremendously important.

We in the Commission have been examining these issues for

over a year now, and it is quite evident, as the General

Assembly implied in calling for our establishment, that

the standard polluteandcure, or reactand--retrofit to

environment that were adopted in the early '70s are no

longer working effectively in the richer industrialized

countries, and have never worked in the developing

countries.

If you look at the "state of environment reports" of the

UN system, you will find that during the past 15 years

developing countries as a whole have suffered a massive

deterioration of their environment and, more importantly,

a massive loss in the essential resource base for their

future development.

If you add population to the equation, the situation in

many developing countries is far more fragile than it was

15 years ago: whatever the GNP figures say. That is now

fairly well known, thanks to the African crises, although

the world has a very short memory.

But, if you compare UN reports with similar reports from

OECD, you will find that only a few of the richer

industrialized countries managed to catch up with their

environment problems and improve their resource base - and

then only for a few years. Today, many of them are again

falling behind a new generation of economic, management

linked environment issues that have come to the fore -

chemicals, acidification, forest death, soil erosion,

hazardous wastes, and so on.

This is the first general point I wish to make.
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The only other general point I would make relates to the

future trends. We have been looking at those as well and

one thing stands out. It is that we are living through

an enormous transition in the relationships between the

world and its development on the one hand and the earth

and its biosphere on the other. There appears to be no

new equilibrium in sight until the end of the next

century, if then.

This transition is marked by a fast accelerating pace of

change that is matched only by the growing scale of the

impact of that change. The demographic momentum is one

measure of this, but only one. It is very difficult to

appreciate that within the 5000 days remaining between now

and the end of this century, more people will be added to

this planet than existed at the beginning of this

century. Figures like this roll off one's tongue a

little like figures on the national debt - until suddenly

one is confronted with the reality of payments due. The

projected growth. in the world economy is another measure

of the transition. We are now in the $ 15 trillion

economy - 100 times greater than at the beginning of the

century. Fortunately, that doesn't mean 100 times the

impact on the biosphere. These relationships are not

qui.te linear but they would approach it. A third measure,

crucial to our discussion, is the shifting international

pattern of that growth, with, broadly speaking, the most

resource consumptive and polluting activities moving

South. They are marked by the same characteristics as the

transition itself: pace of change; scale of impact;

varying degree of uncertainty and irreversibility; and a

horizontal reach across institutional sectors and

political boundaries.
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Yesterday, several speakers referred to interdependence.

In the last decade, the growth of economic interdependence

has been increasingly matched by the growth of ecological

interdependence, on a global scale. The two are now

completely intermeshed. As Mrs Pintasilga said, they now

have to be taken together.

This transition carries entirely new imperatives for

international cooperation - which underlines the tragedy

in Brad Morse's analysis of moving backwards on

multilateralism and international cooperation.

With those two general points, Mr Chairman, I would like,

during the course of the discussion today, to refer to

three specific issues on which, in my view, this Council's

influence could be most effective - in addition to

Population that is, which is well highlighted in your

documents and will be underlined by other speakers:

Action on. urban air pollution, acid.ification of the

environment and climate change, all interrelated with

certain energy, economic and trade policies.

- Action on mandatory assessment for investment that

impacts on developing countries and the global

commons, interrelated with guidelines for private

investment flows, export credits and development

assistance.

- Action on trade in banned and severely restricted

chemicals and hazardous wastes, interrelated with

certain industry, economic and trade policies.

Let me deal with the energy related issues now, and I will

take up the others later in the discussion if time permits.

0458B/JM/bb/2 1 .4.86
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Until now, Mr Chairman, air pollution and acidification of

the environment have been dealt with as two separate and

distinct issues: and measures taken by industrialized

countries to control air pollution (high stacks, for

example) very often simply transferred the problem to the

hinterland of their own country or to another country.

This was manifest in the rapid rise in transboundary air

pollution in Europe and North America and in the

widespread acidification of the environment that followed

- sterile lakes, dead forests and, scientists now fear,

dead soils.

But these two issues are in fact linked through their

common sources in fossil fuel combustion, whether

stationary power plants, industry or homes, or mobile

transportation vehicles. Measures to deal with the one

can reinforce measures to deal with the other, and the

first and second oil shocks brought us the most effective

measures to deal with both: reduced fossil fuel emissions

through increased energy efficiency. The griplock

between energy and development was finally broken. During

the past decade, the energy content of growth fell in many

countries from 1,2 to 0.5 units, resulting in substantial

gains in overall economic efficiency and competitivity,

and substantial reductions in environmental damage and the

economic costs of that damage.

But, as you pointed out yesterday, Mr Chairman, the

momentum that produced energy efficiency gains of,

latterly, 2.0 per cent per year is now threatened by this

3rd oil shock - and could be quickly lost.

That would be tragic for many reasons, but mainly because

during the past decade, while the world has been

preoccupied with seemingly more important things, both air

pollution and acidification have reached dramatic levels

that threaten the basis for future development in many

areas.

04588/JM/bb/21 4.86
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Tokyo, London, New York, Montreal and many other cities -

those in the Ruhr, for example - demonstrate that gross

air pollution can be rolled back. But most of the world's

cities have not shared in this experience. In fact, in

many Third World cities today, air pollution has reached

levels that exceed by far the worst cases of the 60's in

Western industrialized countries; and they are

intensifying daily. Mexico City, one of the worst

pollution cases in the world, has suffered a 50 per cent

increase in contamination levels since 1979.

The evidence underlying the urgent need for action on the

sources of acid rain is mounting faster than scientists

and governments can assess it.

Up to now, the greatest damage has been reported over

Eastern and Western Europe, which are currently receiving

more than one gramme of sulphur on every square metre of

ground each year. Scientists tell us that after slowly

accumulating over the decades, especially since the war,

acidification of.the environment may ow have reached a

tripover point.

The, numbers of sterile lakes in Europe and North America

have been growing for years, but forest death was

relatively unknown as late as 10 years ago. In 1980,

Germany reported visible damage to around 5 per cent of

its trees; in 1983, 34 per cent; in 1985, over 50 per

cent. Sweden has reported light to moderate damage in

over 30 per cent of its forests; in some cantons of

Switzerland, where I live, over 50 per cent of the trees

by count are dying.

0458B/JM/bb/2 1 .4.86



Today, forests, not armies, are a nation's first line of

defence. Last fall, Switzerland was traumatized by a news

report that a village in the canton of Un, perched below

a forest that had been killed by acid rain and that had

acted as an avalanche barrier, was to be evacuated for the

winter. Only 70 people were involved, but reports spoke

of plans to evacuate eventually 100,000. Today Swiss

bankers lead marches on Sundays in Berne calling for

action to combat acid rain, while in Brussels they

hesitate to bring in effective requirements for tight

automobile emission standards.

German, Swedish and other scientists tell us that the

cause of this rapid increase in forest death is a

combination of factors including now soil death. After a

certain level of acidification is reached, the aluminium

in- the soil is transformed and becomes highly toxic to

plants and attacks the roots of trees at depth. So far

5-6 per cent of all European forested soils are affected.

Evidence of acid rain damage in the newly industrialized

countries of Asia and Latin America is beginning to emerge.

China, and some other countries basing their

industrialization on high sulphur coal, are particularly

vulnerable, and so, of course, are countries downwind from

them, such as Japan.

All of these countries have time to prevent what is

happening in North America and Europe.

There is today, Mr Chairman, no remaining excuse for

inaction on these interrelated issues.

e know the effects - on health, on property and on the

environmental basis for development.

0458B/JM/bb/21 .4.86
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We know the sources - the geography varies from city to

city and country to country, of course, - but we know the

sources.

We now have the technologies for transport vehicles, for

power plants, for every industry that is a major polluter

- even for household heating. What's more, many of the

newer technologies are cost effective - with very short

payoff periods in energy savings.

The remaining uncertainties, which are being used by some

governments as an excuse for inaction, have no policy

significance. To borrow the title of a recent OECD report

on the matter - "What goes up, must come down", We know

what goes up. We know what comes down. We know the

effects it produces when it does.

There are two major black boxes of uncertainties, One is

in the atmosphere. We know what goes in and what comes

out, but we don't know the atmospheric chemistry. The

other is around the tree roots. We don't know the

pathways and processes, but we know the effects.

We know the economic costs of inaction, although they may

soon be dwarfed by the social and political costs. OECD

estimates very conservatively that the economic costs of

environmental damage in Europe are running at nearly 15

billion US $ a year. A Canadian study estimates that the

acid rain now threatens the sources of 8 per cent of its

GNP. Recent Japanese laboratory studies indicate that

acid rain can reduce wheat and rice crop production by as

much as 30 per cent. Given population and other trends,

these are costs that no developing country would wish to

contemplate.

0458B/JM/bb/2 1. 4. 86
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We know generally the costs of action - or the costs of

reaction - in Europe and North America - where the

situation has gone so far that there is no option to

retrofit measures. In Europe, reducing sulphur emissions

between SB and 65 per cent by the year 2OcO would cost

around $ 6.7 million a year. While high in absolute

terms, according to OECD, that translates into a onetime

increase of about 6 per cent in the price of electrical

power to the consumer.

Developing countries cannot afford the costs of

reactandretrofit strategies, Mr Chairman, and should not

place themselves in a position where they will have to

contemplate them.

That means prevention.

Two things are required. First, countries must ensure

that all new sources buildin the best available clean

technologies. Second, countries must reestablish

consumer prices of energy at a level that sustains annual

gains in energy efficiency and a steady shift to other

fuels.

Steady gains in energy efficiency of 2 per cent per year -

which can be achieved with no threat to GNP growth - are

the most cost effective means of reducing future

emissions. If the current situation lasts too long, we

will loose the gains of the past decade. Worse, planning

the future on the basis of cheap energy will rebound with

a vengeance against development and environment when

prices rebound as they will.

One last point. This strategy would also buy time

desperately need for governments to develop and apply

strategies to reduce or adapt to the greatest pending

threat to the global environment - climatic change from

rising levels of "green house gases", principally carbon

dioxide given off through the burning of fossil fuels.
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Preindustrial levels of CO2 are expected to double some

time between the middle to the end of the next century.

In contrast to the other emissions we have been

discussing, there are no technologies to control these

emissions.

The question of climate warming caused by these emissions,

has been the subject of intense assessment. Last October,

scientists from 29 industrialized and developed countries

reviewed the evidence and warned that these gases could

lead to a rise in global mean temperatures in the first

half of the next century "greater than in man's history"..
0 0

A global warming of 1-5 C to 4S C at the equator

(greater at higher latitudes) should be anticipated within

the next 45 years, they said.

The great concern is that this would lead to a sea level

rise of between 0.5 to 1.5 metres, also within the next 45

years.. This would inundate low lying coastal cities and

agricultural areas - think of your own countries. And as

the seas invade and modify the levels of shared bays and

estuaries and international waterways, local agony could

quickly translate into international crisis.

There are uncertainties here, Mr Chairman. They are being

assessed. The point is that the strategies needed to

reduce air pollution and prevent a major extension of

acidification will also buy time to prepare for climate

change.

These issues, Mr Chairman, interrelated with energy policy

and economic and trade policy, are typical of the new

class of issues that are emerging through the transition

that I referred to in the beginning.
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There are many others. The World Commission will be

completing its report this year. Its recommendations will

be discussed with governments next year and presented to

the General Assembly in the Fall of 87.

The Inter Action Council can play an important role in

ensuring that they lead to action and not rhetoric and

delaying proposals for yet more research.
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May I say, first of all, how plea8ed I am to be here

ri Nairobi and to have this opportunity to personally meet with

DU. All of us at the Commission are conscious of the benefits

o be gained from an open and continuing dialogue between the

ommission and the IIPC and this meeting is yet another step in

ri accelerating process of dialogue and exchanges of

riformation and views. The Commission has already benefited

rom the exchange of views which took place during the meetings

hich the Chairman, the Vice Chairman and Commissioner Salim

ave had with you here in Nairobi as well as from the

iscussions which took place during our meeting with you.

r. Rana, in Jakarta.

Our continuing dialogue is extremely important. The

IPC and the Commission share similar objectives and are. I

elieve, motivated by the same desire to devise ways in which

he world can better address its increasingl'y complex

nvironinent and development problems. Our goals are naturally

omplementary, and our efforts can and should be mutually

einforcing.

I look forward, therefore, to an intensified dialogue

nd exchange of information and views during the course of this

ear. I am sure this will be possible. We have to find

ccasions for it. I am happy to say that Dr Rana has accepted

he Chairman's invitation to meet with the Commission at its

orthcoming meeting in Ottawa in May. I am also pleased that

embers of the Commission will have the opportunity to meet

ith you either before or after the Commission's meeting in

:arare in September. The Coimission's thinking will have

dvanced considerably by then as will yours, so this should be

n opportunity for a full exchange of views on the priority

ssues of common concern.



PACT FINDING AND SYNTHESIS

Regarding the Commission' progress to date, I would
ike to state first that our work is broadly on schedule. We

tave now gathered an enormous wealth of information and data on
:he key issues, not only from the Public Hearings but also
hrough many studies which have been volunteered or
ommissioned. Most of this information has already been made
Lvailable to you and more will be as we continue to receive
t. In June, this will also include the major reports of the
hree Advisory Panels on Energy, on Industry and on Food
lecurity which are scheduled for presentation to the Commission
teeting in Ottawa.

In a formal sense, the May meeting marks the
ransition from the largely "fact-finding" phase to the much
tore difficult "synthesis" phase, during which we must pull it
11 together. Although the emphasis will shift to "synthesis",
he "fact-finding" will necessarily continue through the end of
ur work. The information and insights brought to us during
he course of our meetings in Zimbabwe and Moscow, and during
ur dialogue with you, will continue to influence at crucial
oints the final content of the Commission's report and
ecommendations.

While the main thrust of our work is now shifting to
he "synthesis" phase, this phase really started at the Oslo
teeting where the Commission discussed and established a
rorking group of Commissioners on "International Economic
elations, Environment and Development". It continued in Sao
aulo, where the Commission discussed in depth various ideas
or a provisional outline of its Final Report and will now
ontinue until the Report is completed.



N OPEN AND GLOBAL PROCESS

As you know, at its first meeting in Geneva, The

ommission adopted some rather distinctive working methods.

'hese were inspired by a determination to follow an open style

ut perhaps even more by a recognition that a mandate so vast

equired that we gather opinions and contributions as widely as

ossible.

We began with an extensive distribution of our

andate, strategy and workplan in a document which you were

mong the first to receive for comment, which is now entitled

Mandate for Change". We adopted an agenda that opened the

oor to alternative views and analysis. We created Panels of

rorid-scale experts to study and advise the Commission on three

f the issues on that agenda; we established a special group on

nternational legal questions; we decided to hold Public

(earings in conjunction with our meetings in order to ensure

hat we tapped as many streams of opinion as possible - from

rovernments, institutes and experts. IGO's, NGO's and the

amous, but usually neglected, man-in-the-street. This is the

irst time to our knowledge that a World Commission has

ttempted to act as a global commission-of-enquiry in this way

nd the results so far have been very positive.

That is what we decided to do; now let me tell you

riefly where we are.

ESPONSE TO "MANDATE FOR CHANGE"

The "Mandate for Change" was widely distributed in the

irst three months of the Commission's work. We sought and

eceived reaction and comments, not only from governments and

ntergovernmental organizations, but also from non-

rovernrnental organizations and eminent experts and many other

,nformed and concerned individuals. We received over 200

rritten critiques and virtually all of them were very
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ositive. That. I muBt say, was a remarkable and refreshing

hange as normally it is the people who disagree who write

rhile the others remain silent.

'HE NEW AGENDA AND APPROACH

Most of the attention was focussed on the alternative

genda. If the Commission was to "re-examine the critical

ssues of environment and development and to formulate...

ction proposals to deal with them", to quote from its

bjectives, it would need an alternative agenda. The standard

igenda is an environmental agenda, pure and simple - it takes

Ievelopment as a given. There is today no "environment-and-

Ievelopment" agenda. There are a lot of fragmented pieces, the

:erritorial preserve of a lot of separate and largely

independent agencies, national and international; but nowhere

iave they been brought together in an integrated agenda.

Judging from all the comments received, and here I

Lnclude many informal oral comments received this past year

rom governments, ministers, heads of agencies and other

Lnformed experts, it is clear that the alternative agenda has

truck a resonant chord. There is, in fact, widespread concern

ibout the standard agenda, with its focus on the effects of

?nvironmental problems rather than on their sources in the

form, content and distribution of development. This leads, in

:urn, to a focus on environmental goals as something separate

nd distinct from development goals. Yet as we now know - and

s the Commission's analysis is demonstrating clearly - that

this is a false dichotomy. The reflection of this dichotomy in

he standard agendas of governments and international

,rganizations, and in our inherited institutional framework, is

oing grave damage to the development potential of communities

md regions at a time when development needs, and the projected

rowth of those needs, have never been greater.
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As we saw in the Africa food crisis, as we saw earlier

in the first and second oil shocks and could see again in the

current third shock, and as we look at the effects of the debt

crisis and of certain trading patterns, environment and

development are two sides of the same coin. They can be

mutually reinforcing or, if policies are narrowly conceived and

fragmented in their implementation, they can be mutually

destructive. Investment with environment built-in can enhance

the future development potential of a community or country;

investment without environment built-in can seriously reduce

future development potential, and we have had far too many

examples of that in the past.

Most of those commenting on the report agreed that the

standard agenda tends to discourage anticipate-and-prevent

strategies even though these are more economic and, in the

medium-term, more cost-effective. We are now coming to the

view that this is true not only of the standard agenda for

environmental action but also of the standard agendas for

economic and trade policy and for various sectors, such as

agriculture, forestry and energy. They are all saddled with

fragmented agendas dealing with interdependent issues including

the environment as if the linkages did not matter.

In this regard, many supported the Commission in

deploring the fact of environment as a limited policy-field.

essentially an add-on to other policy-fields, a field whose

mission has been to react to damage done and cure it

after-the-fact.

Thus, although I cannot speak for the members of the

Commission - and it is much too early to say what the

Commission will conclude and recommend in any area - I think it

is fair to say that the alternative agenda, with necessary

variations, is emerging as a good deal more than an alternative

way of discussing the environment and development

problematique. It may well be an essential step on a road that

can lead to the policy and institutional changes needed to
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effectively address the issues in that problematigue through

the year 2000 and beyond. This is one of the questions on

which we would appreciate the views of the IIPC, Mr Chairman,

both today and in our continuing dialogue. What are the views

f the IIPC members on an alternative agenda? And within the

ontext of that agenda, what are the priority issues through

the 2000 and beyond?

PANEL REPORTS ON FOOD SECURITY, INDUSTRY AND ENERGY

The reports now being developed by the Panels should

e instructive in this regard. As I mentioned, the Commission

reated Panels of world-scale experts to lead the

re-examination of three crucial issues: Food Security,

Industry and Energy. The Energy Panel is chaired by Mr Enrique

Iglesias, the Foreign Minister of Uruguay and former ECLA

xecutive Secretary and Secretary General of the UN Conference

n New and Renewable Energy Sources held here five years ago.

is work is well known to many of you. The Industry Panel is

haired by the distinguished Italian scholar and industrialist,

Drofessor Umberto Colombo. The Food Security Panel is chaired

y Dr M.S. Swaminathan, one of the world's most distinguished

griculturists, who currently heads the International Rice

esearch Institute and is the President of IUCN. Their various

reports are now going through the final drafting staged before

being presented to the Commission in Ottawa in May.

The Commission has agreed that these Panel reports

sill be circulated to members of the IIPC after the Ottawa

fleeting with a request for your comments. I would hope that we

:ould receive your views some time in July so that we can take

them fully into account in developing the Commission's report,

onclusions and recommendations. In addition, I am glad to say

that we will also have the opportunity to discuss them directly

hen we meet with you here in Nairobi before or after the

arare meeting in September.



NTERNATIONAL PUBLIC HEARINGS

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the work has
een not the Commission meetings in the different parts of the
rorid - others havedone that - but the attempt to open those
eetings to a broad spectrum of information, ideas and views
hrough the medium of international Public Hearings. Following
ur Inaugural Meeting in Geneva. we met in March in Southeast
sia, in Jakarta, at the invitation of the Government of
:ndonesia. There we held three parallel Public Hearings - our
irst. They were a great success and encouraged us to proceed
urther, although in varying formats. Our Oslo meeting in June
ras the occasion for submissions from international
Lon-governmental organizations and experts in Europe. They
rovided two days of hearings rich with substance. We returned
a the Third World in October for our meeting in Brazil. The
hree days of Public Hearings in Sao Paulo and Brasilia
rovided the Commission with some of its most incisive public
Lebates to date. Judging from the responses already received
rom various groups, both governmental and non-governmental.
he Ottawa meeting in May will also have information and
,ntensive Public Hearings. I am sure that this will also be
rue of our subsequent meetings.

Public Hearings, and through them a wide gathering of
news have now become one of the hallmarks of this
ommission's work, thanks to them, the Commission has been
xposed to a far wider range of perspectives and diagnoses than
ould possibly have come through "normal" channels. The
[earings have generated many interesting ideas. We have, for
xample. heard proposals for a World Conservation Bank, and
nother for an Environmental Bank; we have had a proposal for
;n international mechanism or system for monitoring the
ransboundary flow and disposal of hazardous wastes and
hemicals; we have had an urgent proposal for an immediate
tart on international negotiations for a two-track research
nd management strategy regarding climatic change; and many
thers.
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Interestingly, the Public Hearings have also provided

i channel through which ministers and senior officials, leaders

)f institutes and NGO's. activists and concerned voters can

speak to and with each other about these issues, often for the

first time in public, certainly the first time from a

evelopment perspective. It seems that the opportunity to

;peak to an international body can provide an occasion for a

iational or regional reckoning and even an opportunity for

ion-governmental organizations to present themselves in a

responsible and constructive light. At our meeting in Brazil,

or example, manyparticipants, governmental and

ion-governmental, thanked the Commission for providing them

,ith an occasion to debate publicly and take stock of issues

,hich had been on the table for some time.

I suspect that through our Hearings we are uncovering

i widely felt need for a continuing process of enquiry,

ccasioned by the work of an international entity embodying a

liverse array of views and experiences from other countries.

'he IIPC may wish to give some thought to this matter.

lhatever that entity is. it is certainly far from being defined

it this time. But if something could be defined it could

rovide interested countries with a forum before which their

'nvironment and development concerns could be debated in the

ramework of an alternative agenda of their own choosing, and

rom which they could obtain an assessment of relevant policies

md institutions, national and international.

OME CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS

The General Assembly of the United Nations has asked

:he Commission to consider "ways and means by which the

.nternational community can deal more effectively with

nvironmental concerns". In its "Mandate for Change", the

ommission therefore proposed "to strengthen international

o-operation on environment and development, and to assess and

ropose new forms of co-operation that break out of existing
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patterns and influence policies and events in the direction of

needed change". Recommendations on the institutional framework

for environment and development will, therefore form an

important part of the Commission's Final Report.

At its very first meeting, however, the Commission

decided that it would follow that very sound maxim: "form

follows function". that is. any specific proposaisconcerning

the institutional framework should follow and be derived from

the analysis and assessment it makes of the issues. We are, as

I mentioned earlier, now pulling together the substantive

analysis and, with the Ottawa meeting, we should be in a

position to begin to assess some of its institutional

implications. So, Mr Chairman, while the Commission is

approaching this part of its Mandate, it has not yet made any

assessment nor drawn any conclusions.

So it is with that clear understanding. Mr Chairman,

that I would like to offer a few concluding reflections on this

important area of our work and invite yours.

HE GREAT TRANSITION

We have been examining the trends and issues for some

time now, Mr Chairman, as others have before us, and it is

clear to all who care to observe that we are living through an

enormous transition in the relationships between the world and

its development on the one hand and the earth and its biosphere

n the other. Moreover, this transition carries imperatives

or international co-operation that can only intensify. This

is evident from our examination of the nature of the transition

and of the issues emerging from it.

This transition exceeds all historical experience.

rhere appears to be no new equilibrium in sight until at least

the end of the next century, if then. I will not belabour you

,ith details with which. I am sure, you are already familiar.

Suffice it to say that the transition is marked by a fast



iccelerating pace of change matched only by the growing scope

md scale of the impact of that change. The demographic

tomentum to the year 2000 and beyond is one measure of this;

o is the projected growth in the world economy, and the

ihifting international pattern of that growth.

But it is interdependence, an accelerating and

.rreversible interdependence, that is perhaps the dominant

haracteristic of the transition. In the last decade, the

rrowth and scale of economic interdependence has been

.ncreasingly matched by the growth and scale of ecological

.nterdependence. The two are now completely intermeshed.

The transition has given rise to a new class of issues

hat are not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively

lifferent than anything in our historical experience. These

ssues are marked by the same characteristics as the transition

.tself: pace of change; scale of impact; interdependence.

'hey are marked also by on open-endedness, a dynamic clustering

tround common sources in various policies. And they are marked

y an insistent, horizontal reach across institutional sectors

mnd political boundaries that will not be denied.

To take a couple of examples: we have long known

hat, because of the largely closed nature of this planet's

ife-support system, many physical spillovers have a global

each - some persistent chemicals, for example, (Action to ban

r severely restrict the use of such chemicals would come under

rhat we have called the standard agenda). We know, however,

hat banning or restricting the use of such chemicals in one

egion may simply increase the pressures to export and dump

hem in other regions. (Action to deal effectively with that

equire the type of approaches called for under the alternative

genda. They are much more difficult, bringing us into complex

reas of industrial policy and trade policy and raising awkward

uestions of institutional capacity and sovereignty), Speaking

f the trading system, we have seen how higher levels of

onsumption in one region can quickly translate into increased
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ressures on the environment of another, more distant region.

Forth American soils, for example, have not escaped the

ressures generated by the food needs of a growing world

opulation and are today under serious attack from erosion.

ostly, however, the external environmental costs of production

ove in the other direction. In fact, we suspect that there is

massive transfer of environmental costs from the richer

ndustrialized to the poorer resource-based economies built

nto existing and projected trading patterns. Moreover.

olicies narrowly conceived to address debt and balance of

ayment problems can also quickly translate into destructive

ressures on the environment that effectively reduce the future

evelopment potential of the countries and regions concerned.

he Commission has been examining these questions under its

lternative agenda (i.e. international economic relations,

nvironment and development) and will have a good deal to say

bout them in its report.

The characteristics of the new class of issues stand

ut in sharp contrast to the characteristics of the

nstitutional framework we have inherited to deal with them:

nterdependent issues versus independent institutions;

ntegration versus fragmentation; horizontal, versus vertical; a

eed for comprehensive approaches versus narrow mandates; a

eed to deal with changing groups of issues clustered

ynamically around several policy sources versus rigidity and

erritoriality; a need for open involvement of citizens groups,

on-governmental organizations, and industry with freedom of

nformation flows versus closed decision processes and

ecrecy; a 20th century need and 21st century imperative to

anage issues that reach across frontiers versus concepts of

overeignty and security inherited largely from the 19th

entury.
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The growing gap between man's capacity to change

he biosphere through development, which is leaping ahead

it unprecedented rates, and his capacity to manage those

!hanges in the interests of both development and .the

iosphere, which is at comparative standstill, has now

eached decisive proportions. That gap cannot be allowed

iimply to grow through the end of this century. If it is,

e face a future of missed opportunities, increasing

:risis. and a downward spiral of ecological collapse and.

is for too many today in some countries bordering Kenya.

iuman suffering and death.

Last year was the 40th anniversary of the United

rations and it prompted a lot of reflections about the

rganization and the need for structural reform to deal

7ith the new generation of issues confronting mankind. One

f the most interesting to come across my desk is in the

eport of the Joint Inspection Unit prepared by Mr Maurice

Iertrand and issued only a few months ago. Entitled "Some

teflections on Reform of the United Nations", he provides

in extraordinarily frank and detailed critique of the

)rganization based on 17 years of experience in the

.nspection service. He stresses the enormous complexity

f structures and processes stemming from the extreme

fragmentation of effort in the UN. He describes how

iectoralism adds to the complexity, introduces competition

it various levels, and within this total complex, makes

o-ordination impossible. He contrasts this with the key

ssues before the organization - development, for example.

and stresses their integrated nature. Finally, the

ertrand report offers some suggestions for reform. He

laces great emphasis on the need for fundamental

;tructural change so that attention to short-term

olitical crisis management ceases to dominate, and to

:elegate to a distinct second place many urgent economic

md social issues including, therefore, environment and

Ievelopment affairs.
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The Bertrand report raises many questions: Is

ectoralism impeding effective approaches to

nterdependent issues? Should we be considering the

evelopment of strong regional agencies? In a kind of

economic United Nations", as he calls it, would it be

ossible to reorganize relations with non-governmental

rganizations and explore ways of opening up

ntergovernmental bodies to "the peoples of the United

ationsu - a phrase given such prominence in the original

harter of the United Nations.

Our capacity to do things in the nascent

nformation society of today has far outgrown the

nstitutions created forty years ago when one crossed the

tlantic by ship, when cars were made by hand not robots.

hen the world's population was half as numerous. Human

nstitutions always lag in the evolution of society's

ossibilities. Traditional and well tried approaches may

e part of the inheritance that helps hold a society

ogether, but today we must ask whether it does not now

old society back.

In cQncluding. Mr Chairman, let me say that I am

ooking forward to hearing the views and reflections of

IPC members on these issues and possibilities. Your

volving perspective to the year 2000 and beyond gives you

unique view of the need for change. Institutional
eform can be both a complement and a consequence of that

erspective. It is a challenge that faces both the IIPC

nd the Commission and I hope that in a spirit of

0-operation and measured daring we shall both be able to

ropose means for strengthening international co-operation

n support of sustainable development.
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COLLOQUIUM ON THE ENVIRONMENT

sponsored by the Economic Council of Canada

Toronto, Ontar'io, December' 9 and 10, 1985

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

by Jam MacNeill

Secretary General

World Commission on Environment and Development

The Economic Council reflects the highest

standar'd of excellence in everything that it undertakes,

and I would also like to commend Judith Maxwell, David

Slater and their' distinguished colleagues for taking the

initiative to convene this Symposium with its focus on the

relationships between the environment and the economy.

There is an old saying that our relations are

given but, thank God, we can choose our friends. The

environment and the economy are closely related - they

have no choice. And frankly it is high time that they

become friends. More than friends. They are in bed

together and I hope that the Economic Council, guided by

this Colloquium, will play the longoverdue role of

marriage broker, if that's not too old fashioned an idea -

and even though both parties may prefer living in sin.

We have come a long way in the past two decades

in our understanding of the relationships between the two

and it is clear that as a marriage.broker, the Economic

Council would be serving the interests of both parties,

the economy and the environment. Most of what we know

today about these relationships stems from the work of

individuals in institutes and universities supported by

Foundations. Some of those individuals are here, and I

would like to commend them for' their efforts.
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The OECD has done a lot of work among

industrialized countries,over the last few years, and last

year it brought this work together in an international

conference on Environment and Economics which some of you

attended. As for developing countries, almost no work has

been done. Yet in Africa, Asia and Latin America, as the

world knows from watching television if not reading

studies, these issues are almost primordial.

Trends in Developinq and Developed Countries

If you compare OECD's recent "State of the

Environment Report" with those emanating from the United

Nations and some developing countries, youwill find that

during the past 15 years only a few countries have managed

an improvement in the quality of their environment and the

ecological basis of their development and they are all

rich, industrialized countries, like Canada.

Developing countries simply have not been able to

afford the costs of the react and cure policies that have

dominated approaches to environmental management in the

industrialized nations. Most of them have experienced a

massive deterioration of their environment with problems

associated with sudden industrialization and explosive

urbanization being added to those associated with

underdevelopment and poverty. Take Brazil and Indonesia,

for example, two countries that hosted meetings of the

Commission this year. the ecological surplus with which

they were blessed is being consumed at an increasing

rate. It is not being replaced. Talking in terms of

balance sheets, we could say that many developing

countries are in deeper ecological debt than financial

debt and, as the world now knows, some countries in Africa

have used up virtually all of their reserves.
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We are today witnessing unprecedented pressures

on the environment and resource basis of development, and

we are entering a period when those pr'essures will

increase at rates never before seen in history. The world

economy has now passed the US$15 Trillion mark, and in

most respects it is 10 to 100 times larger than what it

was a hundred years ago. Fortunately, this does not mean

that a one percent increase in production has hundred

times the impact on our environment that it did hundred

years ago, - the relationships are not linear - but it

probably approaches that range.

Take one area alone, that of environmental

pollution. At last year's Conference on Environment and

Economics, three scenarios were considered in the OECD

area. In the first, standards were tightened in pace with

slow growth assumptions of 1.0 to 3.0 percent. This was

designed to keep emissions of conventional pollutants to

their 1978 levels, and pollution control expenditures

showed an increase of over 100 percent by the end of the

1990's.

In the second scenario, standards were not

tightened in pace with growth, and pollution was allowed

to increase substantially. With it came ncreased damage

to health, property and ecosystems, but pollution control

expenditures increased by only 20% in real terms.

A third scenario recognized the significant

advance that has been made in environmentally favourable

product designs (in automobiles, for example), in

industrial processes and recycling (in chemicals, for

example) and in emission-control technologies (in

fossilfuel combustion, for example). Many industr'ies

have introduced these advances to the benefit not only of

the environment but also of their balance sheets. This

scenario assumed a continuation of this, along with

environmentally favourable changes in the structure of
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economic activity and more effective and efficient

policies and institutions. It implied that, at one and

the same time, standards could be tightened, emissions

could be reduced and increases in control costs could be

constrained.

This third scenario was obviously a comforting

one to those advanced industrialized countries that may be

in a position to project it. But some of the assumptions

underlying it are crucial and, in my view, the most

crucial are those concerning more efficient and effective

policies and those concerning institutional change. The

pressures on the planet's environment and resources today

are nothing compared to what they iiJill be over the next 20

short years when the world economy could double again and

over the next 30 - 40 years when a whole extra world of

people and their demands will be imposed on the present

one. If we are to manage that - even muddle through

without a major' catastrophe - significant changes will be

required in the ways in which we integrate the environment

and the economy. To that end, we will need significant

changes in the design of many of our policies and some of

our institutions.

The Commission

During the past few years, there has developed a

strong feeling in governmental and nongovernmental

circles in many countries that the management of our small

planet is proving unexpectedly difficult and, more than

that, there is some deeper malaise. The feeling is that

we may be going about it the wrong.way; that the

machinery we cr'eated is not wor'king; and that perhaps it

cannot work; and that we need to rethink the issues from

new perspectives.
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This feeling over the past few years led directly

to the establishment of the World Commission on

Environment and Development. By the end of 1983, when the

General Assembly had adopted a resolution calling for a

special commission, governments had agreed that it should

do two things. First, it should take a fresh look at the

critical issues of environment and development from a

perspective that offered some promise of practical

proposals for action. Second it should examine forms of

international cooperation on these issues and pr'opose

means of strengthening therri and making them more

effective. Finally, recognizing that the system is not

renowned for selfexamination and reform, the General

Assembly agreed that examination had to be undertaken

outside the UN system rather than within it, by a body

independent of the system, but with clear links to it,

Hence, the Commission is independent, but the General

Assembly has undertaken to receive and debate its report

and recommendations in the fall of 1987.

We are currently in the last 6 months of our

factfinding phase - having met in three regions and four

countries over the past year - Switzerland, Indonesia,

Norway and Brazil. Through Public Hearing and other means

we are trying to tap the ideas of leaders from all walks

of life, from institutes, industry and governmental and

nongovernmental organizations.

The Commission is looking forward to its next

meeting, here in Canada in May - when our hosts will be

the Government of Canada and several of the provinces. In

fact, the plans I have seen include meetings with leaders

in all of the provinces - from Government, industry,

institutes and NGO's. There will be two days of Public

Hearings and a number of other events to expose the

Commission to Canadian views on the issues.



The Canadian meeting will mark the end of the

factfinding phase. The Commission will then take about 6

months to put together its report and recommendations -

which should appear around March of 1987. We then plan an

intensive series of events, including consultations with

governments on the recommendations, leading up to the

General Assembly in the fall of 1987,

The purpose of this exercise is chanqe - change

in the way we look at the issues, change in the policies

through which we address the issues - and change to the

extent that change is necessary - in the institutional

framework for international cooperation on the issues.

Some Successes to Build On

In all of this, we shall be asking ourselves what

has gone wrong. But we shall also bear in mind that some

parts of the world, including Canada, have registered some

significant success in improving environmental quality

over the past 15 years.

All of us here who can remember the environmental

destruction that accompanied the rapid growth of the SO's

and 60's can confirm that there have been successes. In

those days, if you fell in the Thames they pumped out your

stomach just in case. One London smog killed some 4,000

people.

In the late 60's the Swedish lakes were thought

to be in their death throes from eutrophication. As for

Lake Erie, it was pronounced dead; some said irreversibly

dead. A lot of Americans remember the great river fire.

Someone threw a match into a tributary of Lake Erie, the

Cauayahuga, and it burst into flames.



Thanks to Rachel Carson and many others,

environmental awareness began to grow, driven by a gradual

shift in values and given an extra push by colour'

television which came to North America in 1965. A red or

yellow plume pouring out of a factory chimney into clear

blue sky or water is much more dramatic in colour than in

black and white. In any event, public opinion demanded

action and governments responded with new legislation,

institutions, policies and programmes. The rest is

familiar history, marked by a number of significant

improvements in environmental quality.

Canada and the US signed the Great Lakes Treaty

in 1971 and today, billions of dollars later, Lake Erie,

like Lazarus, has risen. It is still wounded but it is

not dead. The same is true of the Swedish Lakes. Many

rivers are clean and alive. Some years ago the Thames

produced the most famous salmon in all of history. Air

quality has improved in many areas. The Japanese can see

Mount Fuji again and Los Angelenos can see each other

again - at least on most days. We have more parks. And

many cities are more livable, with malls, pedestrian

precincts and all kinds of peopleplaces like Harbour

Front here in Toronto.

Unfinished, New and Broader Agendas

But the progress of the past decadeandahalf in

clearing up the backlog of environmental damage has been

spread unevenly throughout the industrialized wor'ld and,

as I mentioned, has hardly touched the developing world.

It has left a long unfinished agenda: acid rain; water

pollution, especially from nonpoint sources; chemicals;

hazardous wastes; industrial accidents: the list is

familiar to you.
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At the same time, we have also acquired a longer

and much broader agenda of new issues, more complex than

those presented by conventional pollution and implying

heavier social and economic costs, whether action is taken

or delayed. Many of them are related to economic, trade,

agriculture and forestry policy: including soil erosion

and desertification, forest depletion and the loss of the

planet's biological diversity, which is essential to

maintaining the genetic strength of the world's principal

food crops. Many are related to energy policy: climatic

change, for example, which, if the scientists are right,

could produce massive physical, economic and social

consequences before the middle of the next century, within

the next 40 - 65 years.

Questions of environment that were once thought

to be rather straightforward are now seen to be highly

complex. They involve linkages and feedbacks among

economic, agricultural, energy and forestry and

transportation and trade policy. They raise questions of

economic gain in the short term versus unsustainable

development and economic loss and social dislocation in

the medium and longer terms.

Interdependence has emerged as a dominant

characteristic of many of these issues. From 1962 to

1984, the world's exports rose from 12% to 22% of total

output. Canada has traditionally been heavily dependent

on international trade, but even in the United States,

which has not been, exports rose from 6% of GNP in 1962 to

13% in 1981, before retreating in the face of an

overvalued dollar. With exports rising as a fraction of

GNP, the world is becoming more and more economically

integrated - and ecologically interdependent.
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This has long boon evident as between Canada and

the United States where growth in one country has impacted

visibly on the environment of the other', both directly in

the form of physical pollution spilled over into the other

through our common air and watersheds, and indirectly

through the trading system with increased demands in one

country tr'anslating into higher levels of production in

the other for energy, resources, food and manufactured

goods.

We have long known that, because of the nature of

our closed planetary ecosystem, many physical spillovers

have a global reach - some persistent chemicals, for

example. And we now know that through our trading system,

higher levels of consumption in one region may quickly

translate into increased pressures on the environment of

another, more distant, region. Prairie soils, for

example, have not escaped the pressures generated by the

food needs of a growing and more affluent world

population. The recent report on Soil at Risk by the

Senate Standing Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and

Forestry was aptly subtitled "Canada's Eroding Future".

Aqriculture and Environment

Indeed, agriculture is one of the best examples

of a sector for which policies have been designed year by

year to secure shortterm gains in production and

profitability, but without regard to their longerterm

environrriental and economic consequences. As documented by

the Senate Standing Committee, these consequences are

proving to include lower' soil productivity, higher' costs

and lower returns. According to the Senate Committee,

Canada "is facing the most serious agricultural crisis in

history. Soil degradation is already costing Canadian

farmers $1 billion per year in lost farm income, and we

are clearly in danger of squandering the very soil
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resource on which the agricultural industry depends."

Referring to the problem in the Prairies, the Committee

observes that "the current agricultural system is

obviously not a sustainable one. We are effectively

'mining' the soil and are about to reach (in some cases

have already reached) the point where the soil is mined

out".

The source of the offending practices, documented

by the Committee, is largely the unintended environmental

effects of wellintentioned economic subsidies of one kind

or another, which, quoting again from the report:

"encourage the drainage of wetland or sloughs to create

marginal cropland; force farmers to cultivate marginal

land intensively for the cash it will return; and do not

differentiate between productive and nonproductive land."

US and European reports tell a similar story.

Nitrate pollution of groundwater is a serious problem in

Europe, with potentially enormous economic consequences.

It stems largely from the overuse of fertilizers, which

qualify for subsidies regardless of whether the land

drains into an acquifer or not. Groundwater depletion is

another problem that is often encouraged by subsidized

irrigation, crop and water pricing policies.

This year for the first time, the European

Community Commission's Green Paper on the Common

Agricultural Policy includes a chapter on "Agriculture and

the Environment". In it they suggest a number of measures

both to control agricultural practices harmful to the

environment and to promote practices that will enhance the

environmental basis of agriculture. It is an interesting

commentary on CAP - and perhaps the strength of the

European farm lobby - that they don't propose removing or

even finetuning the subsidies that induce the offending

practices: instead they propose increasing them; this

time in the interest of conservation!
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It is not todwell known, but the UK Government

tops up CAP subsidies by about an equal amount and a few

years ago, according to the "Economist", the Central

Policy Review Staff highlighted the damage being done to

the environmental basis of UK agriculture and to the

countryside. It produced numbers showing how the

government could, at one and same time, effect a large

reduction in public expenditure, reduce food prices and

benefit the fundamental basis of future agricultur'al

productivity. A neat hat trick that is well within the

grasp of many OECDmember governments, including I dare

say, the Canadian government. The Senate Committee

observes that their figures on the cost of soil

degradation are incomplete in themselves and also "do not

reflect the total cost of the problem to the Canadian

economy". But it doesn't refer to any studies of the

total cost to the Canadian economy, perhaps because none

exist.

Inteqration of Environment and Development: The

Additionality Syndrome

Mr Chairman,

Some of us will remember that when the notion of

reconciling environment and development was first put

forward at the Stockholm Conference in 1972, it was

considered revolutionary. Indeed, the Conference was

barely able to contain the fears and suspicions of

developing countries that a worldwide concern for the

environment threatened their development prospects. Their

password, taken from the experience of the rich countries

in the '50s and '60s was development first, environment

later when we are richer.
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OECD adopted its famous Polluter Pays Principles

in 1972, but it was not until 1979 that OECD formally

concluded that economic gr'owth and environmental

management were both essential, interdependent and

reinforcing goals a conclusion that was repeated in

stronger language in 1984 and again this year.

At the same tune in 1979 OECD called upon

governments to adopt measures to integrate environment and

economic deve].opment at the earliest possible stage, not

only in 3 dimensional projects, but also in the

formulation of policies and programmes.

That call has been repeated by OECD many times

since. And in the Third World today, as our meeting in

Brazil testified, those who led the thesis of development

first knd environment later, if ever, are changing their

minds. In both cases for what they think are hardnosed

economics imperatives.

I would like to raise a question for this

Colloquium. It is simply this: why, in the light of our

growing knowledge, awareness, even consensus, why have we

been so slow to effectively integrate environment with

economic and social development? Why does it occur so

seldom? What are the principal constraints and

road--biocks? And what can be done about them?

Many of you have thought about this. Some of

you, I know, have tried to do something about it and have

some answers. While there are many reasons, in my view

there is one overriding reason - perhaps a sort of

threeinone. It is what I would call the Additionality

Syndrome that has dominated virtually all attempts at

environmental management since the late '60s and early

'70s. The Additionality Syndrome is reflected in just

about everything that we have done and are doing about the

environment: it is reflected in our addon institutions,
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our add-on policies, our' add-on technologies. It is

embedded in our treatment of environment as an add-on

politically and underlying all of these add-ons - and more

important than any of them - is the early view, slowly

changing, that environment is an add-on economically.

Environmental Institutions - An Add-on

At the end of the 'ôOs and during most of the

'70s, the task was to clean up the mess left by 20 years

of rapid and unrestricted post-war growth. It was

therefore normal at the beginning of the '70s, when most

of the environmental agencies were created in

industrialized countries, that they were simply tacked-on

to the existing structure. They acquired mainly

scientific staffs - little was known about the phenomena -

and they were mandated to focus largely - and often only

on the effects of activities impacting on man or the

natural environment.

They were seen to have a role separate and

distinct from development, a role reflecting a very narrow

interpretation of environmental policy related directly to

the treatment of air and water pollution and to the

conservation of nature, parks and species. They were

clearly seen to have no role at all in the formulation or

assessment of economic, energy, agricultur'al., industrial

or other policies.

Yet, as we know today, these policies are the

real "environmental policies", influencing fundamentally

the form, character and distribution of the positive and

negative impacts of economic activity on resources and the

environment. Central economic and sectoral policies were
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- and are still - taken generally as a given. Development

programmes and projects were also taken largely as a given

at least until environmental impact assessment processes

came in, but even they were, and are, an addon, rather

than a buildin.

The initial mandates of some of these agencies

are casestudies in turfdefinition. In a few cases,

their founding legislation or executiueorder's state, in

one way or another, that apart from the responsibilities

explicitly given to them for the protection of air, water,

reserved lands and so on, apart from those

responsibilities narrowly defined, the agencies'

responsibilities for policy, research and coordination

shall include everything not already assiqned to any other

agency. Which didn't leave much room for manoeuvre.

ReactandCure Strateqies

Some environment agencies have managed to modify

their mandates, often in ingenious ways. But most must

still view environment policy as a limited field,

essentially an addon to other policy fields. Their prime

mission, today as yesterday, is to react to damage done

and to treat the symptoms - after the fact.

As the record shows, many have done a remarkably

good job of that. Indeed, even if their mandates were to

remain as restricted as they are now, environment agencies

would need to be strengthened in all countries - and

internationally. Most of the unfinished agenda of the

past decade and much of the new agenda will require

reactandcure strategies. Hopefully, they will be more

efficient than present strategies and more effectively

delivered by stronger institutions, but, in any event,

they will be needed.
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Internationally too, the need for such strategies

is growing rapidly. Last year, the Swedish Red Cross

Society came out with a landmark study called Natural

Disasters: Act of God or Acts of Man?" It found that the

number of disasters worldwide has increased each year from

54 in the 1960's to 81 in the 1970's. It demonstrates

clearly that, given future disasters already in the

pipeline of population growth, poverty and mal-

development, the overall situation is going to get worse

before it gets even worse.

A few months ago, in Indonesia, I was talking

with industrial leaders, including the local heads of

several multinationals. They told me that within days of

Bhopal they had received instructions from their head

offices to review all environmental and safety procedures

and report back.

There is no doubt that as a result of Bhopal the

famous corporate "bottom line" has come to include more

environmental and safety measures than ever before. It

has also come to include a healthier attitude towards

cooperation on these issues with governments and with each

other. In a moment of candour, one industry leader said

to me "You know, Mr' MacNeill, tomorrow's Bhopals are

engraved in yesterday's decisions, in my industry and

others. I hope we can find them and correct them before

they find us." Is this not an echo of our experience with

hazardous wastes over the past decade.

Anticipate and Prevent Strategies

Given all the trends, it is clear that

react-and-cure measures will remain an essential and

growing par't of public policy, but they are not

sufficient, Unless they are rapidly re-inforced by

anticipate-and-prevent measures, it is doubtful that even
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the richer industrial nations, like Canada, will be able

to catch up with the environment and development effects

of past activities, let alone keep up with those of future

activities. As far as poorer nations are concerned, they

stand no chance at all of catching up.

The need for a major shift to anticipate-

andprevent strategies has been recognized by many

governments, by parts of certain industries, by certain

institutes and NGO's. As the material before last year's

Conference demonstrated, such strategies are almost

invariably more effective, more economic and, in the

medium to longer term, more affordable. Although some

have been put in place by both government and industry,

their implementation has been severely constrained by many

factors, including, in my view, the constraints imposed by

the institutional arrangements I have just described. No

agencies - or at least very few - have been given or have

assumed the mandates needed.

Improvinq Institutional Arranqements

Last year's Conference stressed that a shift to

anticipateand--prevent strategies would require

significant modifications to existing institutional

arrangements. An official OECD paper said as much,

stressing that the special institutional arrangements

required include budget review procedures and other

measures to ensure continuing interaction with central

policy agencies, with treasury and finance departments,

and with other ministries, especially at an early stage of

policy development. These instruments required involve a

broader basis of policy, programme and budget analysis,

some better means of assessment and, perhaps more

difficult, - and I am quoting - "sensitive means to deal

with the entrenched mind sets of venerabl& bureaucracies."
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Environmental Investment: Chanqing Mind Sets

A crucial feature of that mind set is how it

views the relationship between the environment and the

economy. Intellectual fashions often dominate events long

after they have changed. The intellectual fashion that

tailored most of our environmental institutions, laws and

regulations held that the investment needed to sustain the

quality of the environment which was being employed by a

development was essentially non-productive. No matter

whether the development tiias industrial, urban,

transportation, agricultural, resource or was to protect

man and the environment generally - the environmental

investment was seen as essentially non-productive, or even

a luxury. Certainly it had no positive economic

contribution to make to the development itself. Hence,

the economically rational approach was to postpone such

investment for as long as possible and to add it on to an

activity only after the activity had given rise to

specific damage to man's health and the environment; and

then only if the damage had given rise to popular demand

for action: and even then only if it could be demonstrated

that the costs of the add-on would be greater than the

future benefits generated,, discounted, of course, at an

appropriate rate. Past damage costs were sunk.

This intellectual Fashion is seldom defended any

more4 at least in its raw form, and it is beginning to

change. Indeed, my own observations are that the

attitudes of many key people in central government

agencies and corporate head offices have changed

significantly on this question. They have certainly been

disturbed, if not convinced, by the growing evidence, in

agriculture, for example, that development without

environment built-in is often non-sustainable. It is

economically and ecologically non-sustainable and

investment in such development can end up by reducing

rather than increasing future economic potential.
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Evidence of this change abounds: in Canada, for

example, in the recent work by the Economic Council on

regulation and in the more recent report of the Royal

Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects. The

Commission's chapter on the Environment and the Economy is

solid evidence of the change. In my view, it would not

have been written even a few years ago and if written, the

conclusions drawn and recommendations offered might not

have been taken seriously.

OECD on Environment and Economics

This change in mind set should be facilitated by

the conclusions of last year's Conference on Environment

and Economics. Those conclusions clearly challenge the

basis of the Additionality Syndrome as it had expressed

itself in the early '70s.

In those early days, you will recall, governments

and their industries were very concerned about the impact

that proposed environmental measures would have on

economic performance. Many were convinced that they would

have a seriously negative impact, especially on investment

and growth, on jobs and competitivity, on trade and

balance of payments. Today, after two oil shocks, a

prolonged global recession and a recovery marked by record

levels of unemployment, some still are very concerned.

And during the long period of stagflation, some added a

few new concerns to the list: for example, the impact of

environmental measures on inflation and on technological

innovation.



what did OECD find and what did the Conference

conclude?

Expenditures on environmental measures, public

and private, were quite small at the beginning of the '70s

perhaps 0.3 - 0.4 percent of GDP. As the new programmes

gathered momentum, they increased gradually, depending on

country, to levels of perhaps 1.0 -. 1.5% of GDP. In a few

countries, they will be 2.0 percent by the end of the

decade.

These public and private expenditures had a

positive effect on growth in the shortterm, as the

increased demand it generated caused increases in the

output of economies operating at less than full capacity.

In the longer term - if one ignores the benefits of

environmental action which are not reflected in the

current measures of GDP, and if one assumes a levelling

off of environmental expenditures - the impact could

become neutral or modestly negative. But this would not

happen if expenditures increase, as they must given future

trends, and if our societies are to avoid a loss of past

gains and further deterioration of the environmental and

resource basis of future growth.

The overall impact of these expenditures on

inflation has been modest - of the order' of 0.1 to 0.4

percentage points annually during a period when inflation

was high. The impact on the costs and prices of those

industries that have incurred above average expenditures

has been higher and in some cases substantial. As the

"Polluter Pays Principle" implies, however, the costs of

environmental measures should be r?flected in the costs of

the industry concerned and, subsequently, depending on

competitive conditions, in the prices of its products. In

other words, chnges in relative prices which induce

reductions in the use of pollutionintensive products and

processes are a good thing. They should be encouraged not

inhibited.
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As regards employment, more jobs have been

created by environmental measures than have been lost.

Moreover, job losses have been concentrated in highly

polluting industries employing old technologies and

subject to normal competitive forces. The Conference

pointed to a number of countries where efforts have been

made to prevent or minimise job losses in these industries

at the expense of environmental protection, and underlined

that such efforts were counter' productive and both

economically and environmentally inefficient.

The report card on innovation was about equally

positive and negative, but the Conference found that

regulations, economic instruments and other measures could

be designed and delivered in ways that would induce an

innovative response by industry. And that companies like

the Japanese automobile or steel companies that

established research teams to develop new technologies to

meet environmental standards, rather than - like North

American companies - legal departments to go to court or

to parliament to fight them, are today in the forefront of

their industry. They have benefited in terms of plant and

products that are more resource efficient, more energy

efficient and hence, today, more economic and competitive.

The Conference was able to say very little about

the impact of environmental measures on trade. Few

studies have been undertaken to permit even tentative

conclusions to be drawn with confidence. I can tell you,

however, that the Commission has run into growing concern

about the converse: that is, the impact of certain trade

measures and balance of payments measures on resources and

the environment.



As for' trade, there is concern, for example,

that a massive transfer of environmental costs from

industrialized to resource based economies may be built

into existing and evolving trade patterns. This could

include Canada the agricultural and forestry industries,

for example - but it would apply more to those countries

with no or with weakly enforced environmental

regulations. Since virtually all developing countries

fall into this category, this would mean a transfer' of

costs from the richer to the poorer countries that can

least afford them - a kind of hidden environmental subsidy

of rich industrialized by poorer developing countries. We

are looking at this, and in due course will have something

to say about it.

The balance of payments question is now tied into

the debt crisis. I personally ran into it a few years ago

in the context of OECD reviews of the environmental

polices of two resourcebased economies. In these cases

it had assumed basically two manifestations. First, it

showed up as measures to increase exports by increasing

the production of cash crops and timber. In countries

with limited land resources this can drive food production

on to marginal ].and and increase deforestation. Second

it showed up as measures to decrease imports, including

oil imports. In some countries this can increase pressure

on biornass energy, and so further increase deforestation

and land degradation.

The Environment and Economy: a Priority for Examination

Mr Chairman,

As I have tried to demonstrate, the experience of the past

decade is changing our view of the relationships between

the environment and the economy, but a great deal of work

needs to be done and can only be done by the economics

profession itself.
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The Economic Council of Canada has taken up some

of these issues and has and, I hope, will continue to play

a leading role in this work.

As a country, Canada has the political conditions

which could enable it to play a trail blazing role on the

world stage. We have an enlightened and vigorous public

opinion, a cadre of environmentally conscious leaders in

government, industry and agriculture and, most important,

a long and proud record of leadership in the international

sphere. I hope that in the future we will build on this

for the benefit of Canada and the wider world community.
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